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Abstract
A summary of the major theoretical models available for
departure diameter prediction in sub-cooled flow boiling is
presented. A new model is developed to predict the forces
acting on a bubble at the instance of departure by
introducing a control volume approach for the front and the
rear halves of the bubble. The predictions from the model
are compared with experimental data obtained in the Thermal
Analysis Laboratory in the Mechanical Engineering Department
at Rochester Institute of Technology. Two competing
mechanisms are identified as being responsible for bubble
departure. To obtain clear evidence of the dominate
mechanism, high speed photography is recommended in future
work in this area.
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I . Introduction
I.A Importance of Bubble Dynamics in Flow Boiling
The phenomena of nucleate flow boiling is of interest in
a variety of applications. In a nuclear reactor the point of
net vapor generation where first bubble departs from the flow
is important in predicting flow behavior. The ability to
determine the bubble departure point in a given flow is
critical in designing enhanced heat transfer surfaces in flow
boiling applications.
The ability to determine the heat transfer
characteristics of a given nucleating surface requires the
understanding of the heat transfer process occurring. This
requires an understanding of the forces acting on a bubble
under dynamic conditions of flow. However, determination of
the dynamic forces that a bubble experiences requires
foremost a clear and complete knowledge of the phenomenon
under static conditions. Fundamentally, before going to the
thermal relationships or the dynamic analysis of forces, the
static case should be investigated to a satisfactory level.
II.B Objectives of Present Work
The scope of this thesis is to develop a new model to
predict bubble departure under subcooled flow boiling
conditions. Experimental data will be collected and used as
a tool in developing the theoretical model. Additionally an
extensive literature search will be included as a background
source for the reader.
II. Literature Review
I I . A Overview
The models reviewed in this section deal with the
prediction of the departure diameter of nucleating bubbles
from a surface under flow conditions, it is important to
note however that there are two distinct approaches taken:
transient thermal analysis and static force balance.
For this investigation only the papers that deal with
the forces acting upon a nucleating bubble are explored.
Models relating to the thermal aspects of bubble nucleation
are not investigated in detail.
II.B Previous Theoretical Models
The papers reviewed can be divided into two distinct
categories, models that focus on the thermal aspects of
bubble growth and departure, and models that focus on the
force balance on the bubble before departure. The thermal
models investigate the thermal effects of the flow boiling
phenomena and its relationship to bubble departure. The
force balance models use a force balance approach to
determine the bubble departure. The thermal models will be
very briefly reviewed followed by the force balance models.
II.B.I Thermal Models
Van Stranlen (1977) discusses theoretical bubble growth
models. The theories presented primarily focused on the heat
transfer of the bubbles in relation to the surrounding fluid.
However, the Raleigh model is interesting in that it uses a
2nd order differential equation for a spherical cavity in an
3inviscid, incompressible, infinitely extended liquid that is
initially at rest;
4;ir2v(r,t) (2.1)
then according to the continuity equation, this gives:
R R
f 4rcr2Ap(t)dr =- f4jtrpvdr (2.2)
Ro Ro
For initial bubble growth the mode is hydrodynamically
controlled and governed by liquid inertia. The bubble
expands according to the Raleigh solution of
RR + = 2-6R(t) (2.3)
2 PlT
R
which is,
fR(0= ^"t (2-4)3PiT
For the extended Raleigh solution refer to Van Stranlen
(1977).
Cooper et al. (1981) discuss the relationship between
diffusion and heat transfer with bubble growth and departure.
They correlated the driving potential, (Td-Tbi), in a
spherical bubble. It was also shown by van Ouwekerk(1965)
that the same argument applies to a diffusion-controlled
bubble growth on a wall, provided that the effects of surface
tension are small, so that the bubble retains a self-similar
(nearly hemispherical) shape (Figure 2.1). Cooper stated
that there are ways to effectively determine (Td-Tbl) or
4reduce it to an effective value. However, in many studies of
bubble growth and boiling heat transfer, the differences
among predictions are swamped by scatter in the data, and
other effects such as composition of the fluid itself.
Kenning(1992) defines a simple model for nucleation site
activity that can be used for superheat. According to Mikic
& Rohsenow (1969) model for boiling, bubbles growing at
active nucleation sites influenced areas over twice the
bubble departure diameter. Kenning states that this model
works well with experimental data but it fails to provide
explanation for many features of boiling. Kenning 's model
incorporates several features of other models; conditions for
equilibrium of a projecting nucleus, motion of the liquid-
vapor interface, and conditions for equilibrium within the
cavity. In Summary, Kennings model incorporates hystersis,
intermittency and the effect of wetability on the nature
bubble production. The effectiveness of this model remains
to be seen.
Dobran (1981) presented a new method to analyze the
hydrodynamics and heat transfer of two-phase annular flows.
The liquid film near the heated surface has the effective
momentum diffusitivity given as,
(Heff )e = Heff (Pl> Hi >lTw|> y) ( 2 5 )
Other relative parameters which can affect the
diffusitivity near the wall include; wall shear stress,
surface tension and the gravitational forces.
Dobran' s model
neglected the liquid film and gas core inertia effects, mass
transfer through the liquid film-gas interface and, the
pressure gradient inside the bubble.
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Refer et. al. (1989) stated that calculation models
presented to date are based predominately on vertical tubes
and make no allowances for gravity. This is against tubing
used in practice, which is installed horizontally or inclined
so the influence of gravity on heat flux and bubble dynamics
needs to be taken into account.
Cereza (1992) compares nucleate pool boiling in thin
films under moderate heat fluxes as shown in Figure 2.2.
Cereza states that the mechanics of bubble growth in thin
films is quiet different than in pool boiling. Bubbles in
thin films remain for a longer time in the superheated liquid
areas .
Vandervort et. al (1992) focused on the Maragoni forces
to attribute the departure forces. However, he included
inertia and dynamic forces, and a vapor thrust in his model.
A schematic diagram of his model is shown in Figure 2.3.
II.B. 2 Force Balance Models
Rodgers et. al. (1987) summarized the models of Levy
(1967) which postulated that onset of significant void (OSV)
occurs when bubbles detach from the wall. Levy assumed a
simple force balance on the bubble, with buoyancy and wall
shear forces acting to detach the bubble from the wall with
the surface tension acting to keep the bubble on the wall.
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9From the force balance he derived the following equation
for the non-dimensional distance from the wall to the tip of
the bubble at the departure point:
yb_c(H^)M(1 +fa^ (2.7)
yi-U!
where C and C are empirical constants. Levy assumed
that the liquid temperature at yb would be specified by the
Clausis-Clapeyron temperature profile for a fully developed
turbulent flow.
Pv Hfg rb p,
He further postulated that the bubble could grow and detach
only if the liquid temperature of the bubble tip was at
least equal to the saturation temperature. He also assumed
the wall shear stress at bubble departure could be calculated
using a friction factor for smooth surfaces in fully
developed turbulent flows. By applying the model to
experimental results for water, Levy established the
following values for C and C
C = 0.015
C = 0
The value of C ' equal to zero implies that the buoyant force
plays a negligible role in bubble detachment.
Additionally the Staub(1968) model was examined by
Rodgers et. al.. This model is similar to the Levy model but
10
differs in the fact that the force balance is made on a
hemispherical bubble layers rather than on a single bubble.
This model yields the following equation for departure bubble
height:
g(Pf-pg)Hf [I xl )
Staub also postulated that the bubbles could grow and
detach only if the liquid temperature of the bubble at the
tip was at the saturation temperature of the liquid.
However, Staub integrated the temperature profile over the
portion of the channel diameter beyond the bubble tip,
assuming a uniform velocity profile to establish the liquid
subcooling at the departure point. Staub also assumed that
the wall shear stress could be calculated by using a friction
factor for rough instead of smooth surfaces, with the
relative roughness equal to Rb/De, proportional to the bubble
diameter .
Finally the Al-Hayes and Winton(1981) model was reviewed
by Rodgers et al. In this paper the authors assumed that the
bubble departure occurs when the forces tending to detach the
bubble overcome those tending to hold it against the surface.
The forces tending to detach are, the buoyant force, and a
bubble drag force ( not included in previous models) rather
than a wall shear force. The force holding it against the
wall is the surface tension force. The forces are calculated
by treating the bubble as a truncated sphere with a contact
angle 0q (Figure 2.4). The buoyant force is given by
rcr3
Fb = pfgM2 + 3Cos(e0)] (2.11)
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The drag force is given by
Fd = Cd ^prjtjt - G0 +Cos(0o)Sin(9o)] (2 . 12 )
where u is equal to the velocity at a distance from the wall
equal to 1/2 the distance to the tip of the bubble from the
wall, i.e. at
yt = Y
= y[i + cos(e0)] (2.13)
From Al-Hayes results he obtained
Cd = 1.22 for 20< Re < 400
Cd = 24/Reb for 4 < Re < 20
where Reb is defined as
Reb = aM2j2
The surface tension forces which recognizes that the bubble
distorts under the buoyancy and drag forces is given by:
Fs = Cs^rboSin(0o)(Cos(9r)-Cos(ea)) (2.15)
where Cs is defined by
58
Cs + 0.14 (2.16)
13
Since this model is more fundamental than the Staub and Levy
models it has been show that it gives good agreement to
experimental results .
Rodgers et. al. (1992) restated their previous work with
the force balance on a bubble, incorporating the models of
Levy, Al-Hayes and Staub to get the buoyant, drag and surface
tension forces. The buoyant force is:
Fb = Pf8iy-[2 + 3Cos(e0)-Cos3(eb)] (2.17)
The drag force is given by
2
Fd = CdljI-rJ[ji-e0+Cos(e)Sin(e0)] (2.18)
yr=Y = Y[l + Cos(G0)] (2.19)
_ pfur(2rh)
Reb = Kf
rV b'
(2.20)
The surface tension force is calculated realizing that the
contact angle is different for advancing, 0a, and receding,
8r, interface angles.
Fs = Cs-jrbaSin(O0)(Cos(8r)-Cos(ea)) (2.21)
58
Cs + 0.14 (2.22)S 6n+5 '
The model that Klausner(1992) developed incorporated the
surface tension, quasi-steady drag, unsteady drag due to
14
asymmetric bubble growth, shear lift , buoyancy, hydrodynamic
pressure and the contact pressure force. Klausner then
describes in detail his evaluation of each of these forces.
Dorra et. al. (1992) compare several models of OSV
phenomena and evaluate them with respect to each other.
Dorra et. al. found that the Saha-Zuber (1974) model gave the
best correlation to the data used for comparison.
Cooper et. al. (1983) present still another variation to
the models presented so far, in that they focused on the
cavity radius of the bubble formation site. The evaluation is
incomplete and suggests that an examination of the momentum
coupled with the energy equation would yield good results.
Perhaps by simplifying the fluid dynamics a reasonable
solution can be found.
Mikic et. al (1969) discussed previous models, and
focused on the kinetic energy of a bubble. The authors
stated that previous models used the assumptions that the
pressure inside the bubble was maximum and the growth was
solved using the momentum equations. Mikic et. al go on to
describe the kinetic energy equations related to a growing
bubble in a flow field.
Beer et. al (1977) used laser interferometer to view
bubble growth, dynamics and heat transfer in nucleate
boiling. Beer et. all state that many models are derived
from Bosnjakovic theorem. Beer goes on to describe the
earlier models which used the forces acting upon a bubble,
Buoyancy force and surface tension (figure 2.5, 2.6). These
models used the relationship of
Fb=Fs (2.23)
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or
vdg(Pi -pv) = 2jiRsoSin(<D) (2.24)
The earliest model based upon these consideration is due to
Fritz (1935), who derived the following equation for departure
radius ,
Vg(pi-pv;
Rd =0.0104OJ (2.25)
Since then most models are based upon the aforementioned
forces. The predicted departure volume is often too small due
to the fact that the buoyancy force and surface tension force
prevail only in quasi-static bubble growth. Drag forces need
to be added, at the moment of break off the following force
balance can be written,
Fd+F3 = Fp+Fb+Fr (2.26)
(drag + surface tension= pressure + buoyant + inertia)
or
Cw^(^)
^R2
+ 23tRsaSin(0) = -VdPl^
+^ +Apvj^Rj + Vd(p1-Pv)g
(2.27)
Values for O, Rs, R, dR/dx and d2R/dx2 can be experimentally
determined. The drag force is assumed to act on the frontal
area jiR2 of the bubble.
Martinelli et. al (1948) combined the work of previous
investigators to form a new approach. Martinelli in his
18
paper focused on the pressure drop of the fluid flow.
Specifically,
(xc)^=(f)g< <2-28>
Altman et. al (1960) stated that the pressure drop
consisted of the sum of the friction drop and the pressure
drop due to momentum change. They developed a model that
predicted the pressure drop in an evaporator or condenser.
Koumoutsos et. al (1968) present a model for bubble
departure. They based the model on the work of Chang and
Fritz (1945). The authors state that previous models
considered gravitational and surface tension forces (Fritz).
The author's model neglects all forces except, drag, gravity,
and surface tension. The assumptions made include that the
velocity that the bubble sees is uniform. Components of drag
that may exist normal to the flow are ignored.
The buoyant force is given by,
3
Fb = Cb^-(l + Cos(P))2(2-Cos(P))pf-^- (2.29)
3 go
the drag force is given by,
Fd = Cd pf
u2 r2
(n - p + Sin(p)Cos(p)) (2.30)
2g0
and the surface tension is given by,
Fs = Cs2ftraSin2(p) (2.31)
19
The constants Cb and Cd are be evaluated in the following
manner. The Cb approximates the difference between a purely
spherical bubble and a non-spherical bubble of the same mean
radius. Cd is determined by,
^ = (2.32)
ur
The authors assumed a uniform velocity around the bubble
gives Uy,
u
y y
= ~Vio~Vpr (2.33)
and by integrating over the height of the bubble,
u--(goVPf) (2.34)
v
for turbulent flow, wall shear stress can be written as:
tj2/ .1/4
X0-Q0332M-1 (2.35)
go VuL^
The results obtained by the author are not explained
fully in the paper, but the author suggests that the force
components must take the flow into account. Further work is
suggested in this direction.
Levy (1967) developed a model that includes the buoyant,
surface tension and friction forces (Figure 2.7). The
buoyant force is given by,
C^(p,-pv)g
(2>36)
gc
20
Flow
Direction
Figure 2.7
Forces On a Bubble, Levy (1967)
21
where rb is the bubble radius, Cb is a proportionality
constant, pi and pv are the liquid and vapor density, g is
the gravitational constant, gc is a conversion ratio. The
surface tension force is given by,
Fs = C8rbo (2.37)
where Cs is a proportionality constant and a is the surface
tension.
The friction force Ff can be related to the liquid
frictional pressure drop per unit length (-dp/dz)f.
J*\ = 4tw
dz/f Dh
The friction force, Ff, is given by
(2.38)
Ff=-^i (2.39)
Applying a force balance to the bubble,
^(p,-Pv)r3b + ^-Csrba=0 (2.40)
& Dh rb
Solving for the bubble radius, rb yields
*-f%*<"-^
Levy derived a relationship for
the distance of the
bubble tip from the wall, and
simplified the force balance
22
when the fluid forces are much greater than the buoyant
forces .
y;.c^M! (2.42)
Staub (1968) modified an earlier model developed by
Bowring(1968) . Staub proposed that the absolute void
fraction is equal to,
0hVr,jL-JL=14 + 0.1p (2.43)
where 0 is in degree C.
Staub postulated that the actual departure geometry was
dependent upon the hydrodynamic forces acting upon the
bubble. The surface tension force was given by,
Fse=ftDof(p) (2.44)
where f(P) is a function of the bubble contact angle. The
other holding force is the dynamic force due to the momentum
change of the liquid resulting from the growing bubble,
0.64PfftD2(dR/dt)2
F|m=
Ts (2,45)
The vapor momentum change is ignored.
The dynamic vapor force due to liquid inertia is shown
by,
23
This is a force to remove the bubble from the surface.
Another force that tends to remove the bubble is the vapor
thrust,
q2ftD3
Fvt = -T2 (2-47)hgfPgg
The buoyancy force is given by,
ftD3(pf-p)
Fb 2- (2.48)
12
V '
For the drag force an averaging process is assumed.
ftD2, ftfv^D2, anFd'T1' " d (2.49)
4 xw 32 g
Staub proposed that the vapor thrust can be neglected
for water, and the liquid momentum force and the liquid
inertia force are negligible. This leaves the surface
tension, buoyancy and drag forces. Giving,
n
rcP2(Pf-pg) ftfv^PfD2,
ftDof(P): + (2.50)
or D=Dd
D^(Pr-Pg)+fv2,PfDd=10
12of(P) 32gof(p)
In the absence of drag the force of buoyancy, surface tension
and base pressure forces are present in pool boiling. A
force balance for this case yields
24
^2
Dd (pf - pg) |6 7
-^-^ ^-= -(0.0119 p)2 (2.52)
2g Vft
Al-Hayes et al. (1981) considers only three forces upon
a bubble, the buoyant force, the drag force and the surface
tension force. All of the forces considered are parallel to
the surface, and the bubble detachment occurs when the
resultant of the drag and buoyant forces are larger than the
surface tension force.
The buoyant and drag forces are calculated for a
truncated sphere geometry with a contact angle of 0.
The buoyant forces on the bubble can be derived as
follows. For a fluid element, we have
^ = pg (2.53)dz
Simplifying and integrating,
P h
rdP=J*pgdz (2.54)
P o
or
P = P0 + pgh (2.55)
The buoyant force can be found by multiplying the height
difference by the area,
dFB = (P0+pgh2)dA-(P0 + pgh1)dA (2.56)
combining terms,
25
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dFB = Pg(h2 -hj)dA (2.57)
v
/dFB=/pgdV (2.58)
which can then be
FB = PgV (2.59)
Using the equation derived in Appendix A for the volume of a
truncated sphere,
V =-ftR3(2 + 3Cos(0o)-Cos3(0o)) (2.60)
Given the buoyant force as,
FB = pgjftR3(2 + 3Cos(0o)-Cos3(0o)) (2.61)
The drag force is computed using the relationship,
FD = CdjpV2A (2.62)
for this model v2 is assumed parabolic, u2. a is the area
that the force acts upon, in this case the cross section of
the truncated sphere, or
A =R2(ft-0o +Cos(0o)Sin(0o)) (2.63)
(for a detailed derivation see Appendix A) This make the drag
force equal to,
27
FD = Cd-pu2R2(ft-0o + Cos(0o)Sin(0o)) (2.64)
This drag force is calculated exactly one half the
distance that the bubble projects from the wall, or R(l +
cos(0o)/2.
The surface tension force is dependent upon the contact
angles that the bubble sees on the surface. Knowing that the
surface tension force is the surface tension stress
multiplied by the length gives,
Fs = 2c = 22:tRSin(e) <2'65>
where the circumference is derived in Appendix A.
Since the bubble is distorted due to the flow the
surface tension component parallel to the wall needs to be
resolved. Knowing that the surface tension acts tangent to
the contact point, we can determine that the horizontal
component of the force is simply the cosine of the angle, or
Fs = 22JtRSin(0o)[Cos(0r)-Cos(0o)] (2.66)
The Levy(1967), Staub(1968) and Al-Hayes (1981) papers
are three of the most advanced models available in
literature.
28
C. Model Needs
After reviewing the numerous papers and theories
presented in the previous section, it becomes clear that many
individual models are lacking in some areas. In this section
the specific needs of a model for predicting bubble departure
diameter under sub-cooled flow boiling will be discussed.
The ideal model of bubble departure should not rely on
any empirical or experimentally dependent quantities.
Equations that are derived for the forces acting on the
bubble should not contain arbitrary or experimentally
determined constants in order to obtain satisfactory results.
The geometry of the bubble considered in the models is
also important. A geometry that reflects the natural shape
or a close approximation to its natural form should be of
great importance in the formulation of a new model.
Considerations of the flow field surrounding the bubble
and its impact on the forces acting on the bubble should be
included. Careful representation of these effects should be
done in a simple and concise manner.
29
III. Theoretical Model Formulation
1 11.A An Overview of Approach
The model presented in this section is based on a unique
and new approach for predicting the forces acting on a bubble
at the instance of departure. Specifically, a two control
volume approach has been employed to understand the mechanism
for bubble departure. Four basic forces are employed in this
model, a pressure force, a surface tension force acting at
the base of the bubble and a surface tension force acting at
the top of the bubble and a buoyancy force. In addition,
separate momentum equations for each control volume are
included.
III.B Model Description and Assumptions
There are several important assumptions that were made
in developing the theoretical model. These include:
- In the momentum equation derivation the bubble is
assumed to be spherical.
- Velocity vectors impacting the surface are
deflected off tangentially at the contact point on
the bubble.
- Deflected velocities in the lower portion of the
bubble are treated differently than in the upper
section.
- The front control volume and the rear control
volume are treated separately for the force
balance .
- Contact angle is assumed to vary from the front
to the back in a linear fashion.
- Velocity profile is assumed to be fully
developed .
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- Bubble has a truncated spherical shape.
Before deriving the forces and momentum equations
necessary for the model, it is essential to define the angles
and geometry of the problem. Figure 3.1 shows a truncated
sphere placed in a rectangular channel. The coordinate axis
that will be used is oriented such that the positive Z-axis
is pointing opposite to the direction of flow, and the Y-axis
is pointing upwards from the channel bottom. The origin of
the coordinate axis is located in the center of the truncated
sphere. Figure 3.2 shows a closer view of the truncated
sphere with its coordinate axis.
The internal angles will be defined as the angles formed
from the origin to points on the surface with respect to a
given coordinate axis. The angle <1> is with respect to the Z-
X plane, and the angle y will be formed as a radial angle
originating from the Z-axis along the Z-X plane in a counter
clockwise manner. Figure 3.3 shows these angles in the
geometry of a truncated sphere.
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Figure 3.1
Overview Of A Bubble Inside A Flow Channel
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Direction of Flow
Figure 3.2
Close-Up OfA Bubble With Coordinate Axis
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? X
Figure 3.3
Coordinate Axis and Angle Conventions
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In order to determine the velocity profiles for a flow
in a channel there are two cases to take into consideration
(Kays 1980).
For Re > 3000:
V=y+
0<y sl3
where ,
u(y) =
u+
=2.51n(y+) + 5.5 y+>13
u+
=
, uT = Vavgl/C^2, Cf = 0.039(Rer
T
yux
25
y =
V
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
For Re < 3000:
u(y) =
/
Hc/
, Hc = Channel Height (3.4)
It is desirable to derive an expression for the distance
from the y-axis to the edge of the bubble for a given y value
in terms of y. To do so we look at the geometry of a given
slice (figure 3.4). Using trigonometric relations, we can
derive an expression of r in terms of y giving:
r(y)=VRb-y2, Rb*y*(H-Rb) (3.5)
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Figure 3.4
Geometry Used to Calculate a Radius Given the Y Value
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C . Forces
In this section the equations of the forces due to the
surface tension, buoyancy and pressure are developed.
Additionally, the deflected velocity equations and the
corresponding momentum equations for flow in and out of the
control volume are presented.
The surface tension force at the base of the truncated
sphere acts at an angle p with the channel bottom. However,
this angle is not constant along the circumference of the
base. A linear relationship between the advancing and
receding contact angles is used. This relationship is
expressed as a function of y as shown by
PXY) = Padv ~ (Padv " Pm)^ *Or Y 0-90
P(Y) = Pm+(Pm-Prec)^p *>r Y 90-180
Pm =
(Padv +Prec)
2
Figure 3.5 shows a view of the sphere in the channel with a
point P on its surface. If we slice the sphere such that the
resulting plane is perpendicular to the XZ plane and passes
through the origin then we would see a truncated circle as
shown in figure 3.6. Figure 3.6 shows the surface tension
force at the base of the sphere and its components. However,
the surface tension that is resolved along the plane of the
channel bottom is not the actual force in the Z direction.
Since the contact area is a circle the force in the z
direction is actually the integration of the force over the
base circle. Since y was defined as the counter clockwise
angle between a vector and the Z axis we can determine the
surface tension component in the Z direction (Figure 3.7) as
follows :
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Figure 3.5
Side View ofA Bubble WithAnArbitrary Point
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ads cos((3)
[ ads sin(p) ]
Figure 3.6
Surface Tension Components
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[ ads cos(|3) sin(y) ]
Figure 3.7
Surface Tension Components In The X and Z Directions
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jt/2
(F0)z = -2jadscos(P(Y))cos(Y), ds = Rsdy (3.6)
o
ji/2
(F0)z = -2j'aRsdYCos(P(Y))cos(Y) (3.7)
and for the surface tension in the Y direction:
(Fo)y =2jadssin(P(Y)), ds = RsdY (3.8)
o
(Fa)Y=2jaRsdYsin(P(Y)) (3.9)
o
Jt/2
(Fa)Y=2aRsjsin(P(Y))dY (3.10)
We now have expressions for the surface tension force
acting at the base of the sphere in the Z and Y directions.
The pressure forces acting in the y and z directions are
expressed by the product of the respective projected cross-
sectional areas and the pressure differentials between the
interior of the bubble and the surrounding fluid (Figure
3.8).
For the forward control volume, CV1, the pressure force
in the y-direction can be expressed as
(Fp,cv,)y = (Pb - Pl)Yi (Area of the base) j (3.11)
and in the z-direction the pressure force can be expressed as
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Area in Z Direction
1/2 Area of the Base
Figure 3.8
Schematic ofAreas Used in Calculations
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(FP,cvi)z =(Pl-Pb)Az k (3.12)
For the rear control volume, CV2, the pressure force in
the y-direction ca be expressed as
(Fp,cv2)y = (Pb ~ Pl)/^ (Area d the base) ' J (3.13)
and for the z-direction the pressure force can be expressed
as
(Fp.cv2)y = (Pb ~ W))i (Area rf the base) * j (3.14)
In order to determine the value of the momentum
fractions leaving the control volumes, it is first necessary
to determine the direction of the deflected flow after it
strikes the surface of the truncated sphere. If we assume
that the deflections in the region below the horizontal plane
through the origin do not have components in all three
directions, then we can break the velocity deflection problem
into two parts. The first is for the upper section where the
deflected velocity has components in the Y direction, and the
other part is when the velocity deflection has no components
in the Y direction.
The upper deflection can be derived by looking at the
bubble from the negative Z direction ( Figure 3.9). A
particular velocity vector of the flow , u, strikes the
surface at point P, at (x,y,z), and a vector OP is drawn from
the origin to point P. If we assume that the deflected
vector will be on a path that is on the plane tangent at the
surface of the sphere at point P, and that the vectors u and
OP are on the same plane as (Figure 3.10) then the
following method will produce the vector:
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Figure 3.9
View OfBubble From Negative ZAxis
44
U
Figure 3.10
View From OBC Plane of Bubble
With Incoming and Deflected Velocities
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If we define u and OP as,
u=-uk, OP = xi + yj + zk (3.15)
then the vector cross product M can be defined as,
M=(OPxu) xOP (3.16)
evaluating the first cross product,
OPxu =
i J k
x y z
0 0 -u
(3.17)
yields ,
OPxu = -uyi + xuj (3.18)
then M is
M=(OPxu)xOP (3.19)
M =
i J k
-uy xu 0
X y z
(3.20)
evaluating M yields;
M = (zxu)i + (zyu)j -
(uy2
+ ux2)k (3.21)
Taking the unit vector of M gives,
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U =
xzu
1 +
yzu
^x2z2+y2z2 +(x2
+
y2)2
(x +y )u
Vx2z2+y2z2
+
(x2
+
y')2
(3.22)
This is the velocity vector that is deflected from the
surface of the bubble from the upper portion of the sphere.
For the bottom portion of the sphere, if view the sphere
from above looking down will look like Figure 3.11. The
deflected velocity
u' can be expressed as:
U =
u -
x2
-
y2
.
ux
l +
Jr&~7
-
V^-y.2
(3.23)
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Figure 3.11
Deflected Velocity For
The Bottom HalfOfThe Bubble
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In order to derive the momentum equations the correct
velocity components must be derived. Since we are assuming
that the incoming velocity only has a direction of -Z the
incoming momentum to the CVl is only in the Z direction.
(Figure 3.12) Once the velocity vector strikes the bubble it
may have three directions and hence, three momentum
equations .
If the velocity vector has a Y value > 0 then:
U,
X z u
^x2z2+y2z2+(x2+y2)2/
(3.24)
U,= y
z u
^x2z2+y2z2+(x2+y2)2J
(3.25)
u,H
(x2
+ y2)u
N
Vx2z2
+
y2z2
+
(x2
+
y2)2
(3.26)
otherwise the velocity is:
U, =
ux
z il 2
vrb-y
(3.27)
ux = (3.28)
By the definition of momentum the incoming
momentum for
y>0 is
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Momentum Out
Momentum In
Momentum Out
Momentum Out
X
Figure 3.12
Control Volume 1 With Inlet and OutletMomentum
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RbVRb2-y2
Min = / Jpw<y)2dxdy (3.29)
0 0
and for y<0 it is
o JEb^7
M"/ /pw(y)2dxdy (3-3)
-bot 0
and the exiting momenta for the control volume are given by:
Rb
VRb2
Mx = J J pHyY
0 0
UV
(Ux2+Uy2+Uz2)3/2
dx dy (3.31)
VRb2
Rb
t>
My =
J* J"
pw(yr
0 0
Uy:
(Ux2+Uy2
+
Uz2)3/2 dxdy (3.32)
Rb
VRb2-y2
MZ =
J*
J pw(y)
o o
Uz-'
(Uxz+Uyz +Uzz)J
dxdy (3.33)
0
.-/
-bot
J**
s
0
pw(y)
0
M-y>
Ux3
Mz= J J pw(y)
-bot 0
(Ux + Uz )
Uz3
(Ux2+Uz2)
2x3/2
dxdy
dxdy
(3.34)
(3.35)
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If we observe a bubble in the channel viewed from the X-
axis we would see something like figure 3.13. If we create
two control volumes (CV) such that the control volumes divide
the bubble into two sections. Let us call the forward
control volume CVi and the rear control volume CV2 The
fluid flow is in the negative Z direction.
Figure 3.14 shows a closer view of CVi with the
corresponding forces acting on the bubble as well as the
momentum directions. The forces acting on the bubble
include; the surface tension at the base of the bubble, F0;i ,
the surface tension at the top of the bubble, Fa>2 , the
buoyancy forces on the bubble, Fb, and the pressure forces
inside the bubble, Fp,Cvl
D. Force Balance on Control Volumes
Combining the forces derived above into a complete force
balance with the momentum terms yields the following
equations for the forward and rear control volumes.
A force balance in the Z direction on CVi:
(Fal)z + (Fa2)z + (Fpcvl)z = (Momentum Out
- Momentum In)z (3.36)
(Fp,CTl)z=(PL-PB)Az'k (3.37)
where Az is the cross-sectional area of the
truncated sphere
perpendicular to the direction of flow.
Similarly, a force balance in the Y
direction on CVi:
(F 2)y + (F cvi)y + Fb = (Momentum In
- Momentum Out)Y (3.38)
(Fp,ct1)y=(Pb-Pl)^ (Area of the base) -j (3.39)
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Figure 3.13
XAxis View of Control Volume
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u=u(y)
Flow
i ( Fa,l )
(Fp,cvl)
y
A
( Fa,2)
a,2
Figure 3.14
Control Volume 1 With Forces
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where the area of the base will be defined as the contact
area that the bubble has with the channel.
Figure 3.15 shows a closer view of CV2 with the
corresponding forces acting on the bubble. The forces acting
on the bubble in this control volume include: the surface
tension at the bottom of the bubble, F0;3 , the surface
tension at the top of the bubble, Fa?1, the buoyancy force,
Fb, and the pressure forces inside the bubble, FPfCV2
Performing a force balance in the Z direction on CV2 :
(Fa,4)z + (Fa,3)z + (FpCT2)z = (Momentum Out - Momentum In)z (3.40)
(Fp,cv2)z = (PB-PL)Az#k (3.41)
where Az is the cross-sectional area of the bubble
perpendicular to the Z axis.
Similarly, a force balance in the Y direction on CV2
(Fo,3)Y + (fp,cv2)y + Fb = (Momentum In - Momentum Out)Y (3.42)
(Fp.cv2)y - (Pb " Pl)/^ (Area of the base) j (3.43)
where the area of the base is defined as the contact area the
bubble has with the channel bottom.
In order to calculate the actual values of the forces on
the bubble two methods were used, MATHCAD and a FORTRAN
program. The MATHCAD was easy to use and visualize what was
being calculated but, it was very slow. A FORTRAN program
was developed to calculate the momentum integrals and the
corresponding pressure differentials as well as the departure
diameter of the bubble to process large amounts of data.
Appendix B contains the MATHCAD file and the FORTRAN program.
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( Fo,4)
Flow
Figure 3.15
Control Volume 2 With Forces
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E. Numerical Model of Flow
A numerical model was developed to visualize the fluid
flow around the truncated . sphere geometry used in the
theoretical model. A FL0W3D model was developed for a bubble
of a departure diameter of 0.4063xl0~3 m.
Average inlet flow velocities of 0.21, 0.42, 0.63 and
0.84 m/s were used to give an approximation to the flow
distribution. Additionally the heated surface in the flow
channel was also modeled by adding a heat patch to the
surface of the channel.
The figures in Appendix C show the flow distribution
around the bubble at the four velocities and the temperature
profiles of the flow for a heater patch under the four inlet-
velocities. For all of the cases investigated the flow was
determined to be fully developed at the heater location.
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IV Experimental Investigation
IV.A Objectives
The objectives of the experimental data collection was
to create a database of experimental values of bubble
departure diameters under various flow conditions. This
database would then be used as a benchmark toward the model
developed in terms of accuracy of prediction.
IV. B Experimental Set-up
In order to determine the validity of the theoretical
model, experimental data was used as a comparison. As such,
a flow boiling apparatus was designed and constructed. Data
collected from an earlier version of the flow-loop were for a
test section channel of 3mm x 40mm, while the newer test
section channel is 3mm x 50mm.
The major components of the experimental set-up included
a constant temperature bath, flow control valves and the flow
boiling device. Data sheets were used to record the water
temperature, the voltage and amperage used in the mica band
heater, thermocouple temperature readings, video tape number
and tape location of the experimental run and, flow rate
through the test section. After the experimental run the heat
flux flowing into the flow was calculated.
IV.B.l Flow Loop
An experimental flow system has been developed to
produce controlled subcooled flow boiling in an environment
conducive to observations and video recording. A constant
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temperature bath keeps the temperature of the flow through
the test apparatus constant, video records of the growth and
departure of the bubbles are created for in-depth study after
the experimental runs. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of the
entire flow system.
IV.B. 2 Test Section
Two test sections were used in the experimental
investigation. Both were milled from aluminum blocks. The
first one had a flow channel with dimensions of 3mm x 40mm
with a 10mm square heater mounted in the center of the bottom
plate. A length of 400mm was provided for the flow channel
preceding the heater location. The second test section had a
slightly larger channel dimension of 3mm x 50mm. It used a
circular heater with 1cm diameter. The heater was made of
copper and is shown in figure 4.2. Heat was supplied in the
lower base, 2.54cm in diameter, with a mica band heater.
Temperatures were measured along the length of the copper rod
to act as a heat flow meter.
IV.B.3 Data Acquisition
A HP 75000B data acquisition system is used with a PC
running Notebook control software ( figure 4.3). Temperature
and pressure readings are collected and stored by the data
acquisition system into a data file for each experimental
run. The temperature readings stored in the data files can
then be analyzed at a later time to determine the heat flux
through the copper surface.
1.00"
1968"
r i 60
1
0.375"
625"
Figure 4.2
3.16565"
Heater Geometry Used in Test Section
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Figure 4.3
Data Aquisition System
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IV.B. 4 Microscope/Video Camera System
A high powered microscope with a CCD camera attached is used
to view the bubbles as they form on the copper surface
(Figure 4.4). Views of the bubbles from the top as well as
the side are obtained through this arrangement. Side views
of the bubble are created by looking down from above the
channel onto a mirror placed on the lower plate at a 45
degree angle.
After the bubbles are videotaped the actual size and
geometry of the bubbles can be determined by using a video
measuring device.
IV. C Experimental Procedure
The method used to record visual data is unique, in that
a mirror inside the flow is used to obtain side views of the
nucleating bubbles. The following is a description of the
procedure used in the experimental data runs.
1. To begin the experiment the two valves at both ends
of the flow chamber were opened and the constant temperature
bath was turned on.
2. Adjust the set point on the bath to the desired
temperature. Adjust the flow control valve until the flow
rate through the chamber is at the desired rate.
3. Turn on the power supply and increase the voltage
to the desired output, not exceeding 50 Volts. Check the
voltage received by the heater with a multimeter.
4. Record on the data sheet the temperature of the
bath, the flow rate and the voltage applied to the heater.
Allow the system to come up to the desired water inlet
temperature .
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5. Power up the CCD camera, monitor and VCR. Record
on the data sheet the video tape number and location of run
on the tape.
6. Once at the operational temperature turn on the
power supply to the auxiliary lights and adjust them to
provide optimum illumination to the camera. Make note of the
magnification used on the microscope on the data sheet.
7. View the heater from above to observe the
nucleating bubble activity. Once a stable location has been
found, start the video recorder.
8. Obtain the heater thermocouple temperature and the
pressure differential data and record on the data sheet.
After a few minutes of recording the nucleating bubbles from
above move back to the mirror to get side views of the same
nucleating site.
9. Observe any unusual characteristics and note them
on the data sheet. Repeat the process to obtain additional
data.
After the run has been complete use the recorded
temperature to calculate the heat flux going through the
heater surface for later use. Review the videotape and note
any clear bubble geometry or unusual activity for future use
on the data sheet.
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IV.D. Experimental Error
The velocity measurements were found to be accurate to
within +3%. Based upon separate experiments to calibrate the
flow meter used in the flow boiling test section.
The contact angle measurement was determined to be
accurate to +1. Based upon experiments conducted to
determine the accuracy of the measurements .
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IV. E Results of Experimental Investigation
The experimental aspect of the investigation proved to
be quite interesting in the challenges it posed. A re
designed test chamber was built and tested. A new approach
to illumination was used that allowed for better side views
of the nucleating bubbles. With the improved side views the
geometry of the bubbles were very clearly defined and several
aspects were easily seen.
As seen in Appendix D photographs taken from video tapes
of several experiments the bubble geometry is not a spherical
shape but rather like a balloon elongated in the flow
direction. Additionally the bubbles were seen to be rolling
across the surface of the heater. Appendix E contains tables
of the data collected from the older and newer test chamber.
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V. Discussion of Results
The following section discusses the results obtained
from the theoretical and experimental investigations.
V.A Theoretical Model Results
The model that has been developed allows for a
theoretical approach with minimal empirical methods. Each of
the forces and momentum terms that were derived are based on
the geometry of the bubble itself.
Although the bubble geometry was assumed to be a
truncated sphere with a linearly varying contact angle it is
not a true representation of the actual geometry of a
nucleating bubble. However, the results are acceptable.
There are several aspects of the model that make it
unique and distinct when compared to previous models. The
use of a control volume, inclusion of the momentum effects on
the control volume, and a linearly varying contact angle.
The use of a control volume allows a change from the way
the forces have been viewed. Previously the forces have been
approximated to be acting on the entire bubble, but now are
considered to be acting on the two separate control volumes.
By using the control volume approach the effect of the
fluid flow being deflected off the bubble itself can be
included in the overall departure effect.
A linearly varying contact angle allows for a closer
approximation to the actual geometry of the bubble under the
flow conditions as opposed to using a single contact angle to
represent the contact geometry.
By using a truncated sphere geometry and axis located in
the center of the bubble the resulting equations for the
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forces and momentum components are simplified and straight
forward in the derivation of the equations.
Overall the theoretical model developed incorporates
several unique aspects while keeping the overall complexity
of the model simple.
Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 are plots of the results
using the FORTRAN program, given in Appendix B. Figure 5.1
and 5.2 show the differential pressure calculated from the
theoretical model presented earlier. Constant advancing and
receding contact angles of 80 and 30 degrees were used with
bubble radius varying from O.lxlO-4 m to 5xl0-4 m. An inlet
velocity of 0.21 m/s was used for these two graphs. The
graphs indicate a decrease in the differential pressure with
increasing bubble radius. This trend is expected as the
projected areas increase with the square of velocity, while
the surface tension contact length increases only linearly.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 are plots of the differential
pressure versus bubble radius calculated from the theoretical
model, but this time the actual contact angles measured from
the experiments were used. All of the data collected from
the experiments were combined and sorted by bubble radius,
and then was used as input to the program. Each bubble
radius had a different flow velocity and advancing and
receding contact angles. However, comparing the four graphs
it is easily seen that the varying contact angle does not
significantly affect the differential pressure for a given
bubble radius for the range of parameters considered in this
investigation .
The addition of the varying contact angle function in
the theoretical development is supported by the experimental
data collected. The advancing contact angle is much larger
than the receding angle. This difference may be related to
the mechanism of departure. For the front control volume,
the advancing angle is larger than the stationary contact
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angle causing the components of the surface tension force in
the downward direction to be larger as well. This causes a
resistance to a lifting effort while being weak in a sliding
effort. The receding angle causes the surface tension force
components to be parallel to the channel surface, causing a
resistance to a sliding force but weak resistance to a
lifting force. It is proposed that the front control volume
is departed not by lift but rather slides in the direction of
flow. Likewise, the rear control volume departs by being
lifted off the surface instead of being dragged along.
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V.B Experimental Conclusions
From the video data collected from both experimental
test loops a definitive pattern emerged between the flow rate
and the bubble shapes.
As the flow rate was increased the bubble were
' flattened ' on the leading edge side and elongated on the
trailing edge. This effect was more apparent with larger
sized bubbles when the flow rate was increased. Appendix D
shows the photographs taken fro the video records.
Figure 5.5 is a plot of the advancing and receding
contact angles versus flow velocity obtained from
experimental investigation. For each flow velocity the
contact angles for all of the bubbles were averaged and then
plotted. The graph indicates that as the flow velocity
increases the advancing angle also increases. This was seen
in the videos as the bubble was 'pushed' over to one side.
However, as the velocity increases the receding contact angle
decreases. The general trend seen in the graph is a
reflection of the interaction of the flow and the bubble
itself. At low flow rates the bubble can grow fairly large
within the laminar flow and thus has small advancing and
receding contact angles. At the middle flow rates the bubble
grows outside the laminar flow as is thereby distorted,
yielding the larger advancing contact angle and the smaller
receding contact angle. Finally, at the high flow rates the
bubble does not grow large enough, and does not experience
the flow effects significantly. This causes the advancing
and receding contact angles to be almost equal. Figure 5.6
plots the contact angles versus shear stress for a comparison
to other channel geometries. Figure 5.7 shows a similar plot
with Reynolds number as the X-axis.
As the flow rate was varied the size of the departing
bubbles also changed. Figure 5.8 is a plot of the bubble
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radius versus the flow velocity. As the flow rate was
increased the size of the bubbles decreased. For low flow
rates the bubbles were of the order of 400 \m, while at
higher flow rates the bubble were of the order of 5 um. For
a different channel geometry Figure 5.9 plots bubble radius
versus shear stress.
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Contact Angle Versus Reynolds Number
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V. Conclusions and Scope For Further Work
1. A theoretical model is developed for calculating
pressure difference between vapor and liquid in a departing
bubble. A control volume approach is used to calculate the
surface tension, buoyancy and liquid inertia forces acting on
a stationary bubble. The bubble is divided into a front and
rear control volume for which separate analysis is presented.
2. Experimental data is obtained to reveal the effect of
flow velocity on (i) advancing contact angle, (ii) receding
contact angle, (iii) departure bubble diameter.
3. The advancing contact angle increases with flow
velocity up to a point and then levels off as the size of the
bubble decreases with increasing velocity.
4. The receding contact angle, on the other hand,
decreases with flow velocity up to a point and then levels
off as the size of the bubble decreases with increasing flow
velocity.
5. The pressure differential between the vapor and
liquid at the point of departure is different for the rear
control volume when using the flow direction and the normal
direction as the governing criteria. Further study is
warranted on this aspect.
6. On the basis of the present investigation, it is
suggested that the front control volume is sheared off while
the rear control volume is lifted. Further
conformation on
this aspect is needed through high speed photography.
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7. An understanding of the thermal profile of the flow
surrounding the bubble is needed to augment the existing
theoretical work. Future experimental work in obtaining
information about the thermal profile is warranted.
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Appendix A Al-Hayes Model Derivation Detail
In order to calculate the forces on the bubble it is
necessary to determine the volume, area and, the
circumference of a truncated sphere.
To calculate the volume of the truncated sphere it is
first necessary to derive the relationships between the
contact angle 8 and the variables h and r. Observing Figure D
it can be seen that r is the radius for the sphere slices
parallel to the wall surface. P is the distance from the
center of the sphere to the slice, and h is the distance from
the slice to the bottom of the sphere. These relationships
can be expressed as,
h = R-P = R-RCos(6) (A.l)
r=RSin(0) (A. 2)
dh = RSin(9)d0 (A. 3)
With these relationships the volume can be found by
subtracting the removed sphere piece from the entire sphere.
4
h
V =-JiR3-ptr2dh (A. 4)
o
substituting equations B and C
4
9
V =-jiR3- fjt(R2Sin2(6))(RSin(0))de (A. 5)
3
o
simplifying
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4
V =-jiR - fjt(R3Siri (0))d0 (A. 6)
integrating gives,
4
3 _n3V
3 (l-cxe,*^) (A.7)\3 3 ;
factoring out a 1/3 and simplifying
V =-jiR3(2-3Cos(0) + Cos3(0)) (A. 8)
For calculating the area of the truncated sphere we use
the same relationships as before, namely equations 1 thru 3.
The area thru the center of the sphere is the total area for
a circle of radius R minus the cut off portion, or
h
A =
jiR2
-f2rdh (A. 9)
o
substituting
e
A =jiR2- f(2RSin(0))(RSin(0))d0 (A. 10)
e0
A =3rR2-J(2R2Sin2(0))d0 (A. 11)
integrating gives
A=,R2-2R2f(CoS(9)Sm(9V0-V\[ 2 Jo2J J
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(A. 12)
A + R2Cos(0o)Sin(0o)-R20o (A. 13)
simplifying
A =R2(jt-0o +Cos(0o)Sin(0o)) (A. 14)
Finally, to calculate the circumference we use the same
relationships, r = Rsin(0rj). Knowing that circumference is
C = 2mr (A. 15)
substituting for r,
C = 2jiRSin(0o) (A. 16)
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Appendix B MATHCAD & FORTRAN Momentum/Force Balance
This is the data for a bubble depature diameter of 406.4 & velocity of .21 m/s
ib := 203.15-
10"6 6f:=80 6b: = 30-^- P:=1000 6m :rJ^
180 180
K ^2
win := .21
az -
rb
bot
rs :=ibsin(6m) bot :=ibcos( 6m) L:=0.003
l[^ y *Jv
ab
:=0.5-rtrs2
180"K)
180
w(y ) '.
- 1.5- win-
ux( x, y ) '-
uy(x,y) '
uz(x,y) -
1.0- (rrta)
sc 2- jrib
\2 z(x,y):=Jrb2-x2-y2
: =
B(Y) :=6f-(6b-6m)
6.68- 10
x-
z( x , y )
Vx2z(x,y)2+ y2z(x,y)2+ (x2 + y2)
yz(x,y)
Jx2z(x,y)2 +y2z(x)y)2+ (x2 + y2)
(
x2 + y2 )
Jx2z(x,y)2+y2z(x,y)2+(x2+y2)
(!)
Momentum Equations for Top portion of Sphere
mass .-
ib '[^
2-
p w( y ) dx dy
mass =
4.283* 10
frb
massx -
[^
2pw(yr
(ux(x,y)2 + + uz(x,y)2)
dx dy
massx =
4.266* 10
massy -
ib
'/rb2^
2p-w(y)'
(ux(x,y)2 + uy(x,y) +uz(x,y) )
dx dy
massy =
7.256* 10
fib
massz
(nJ^
2pw(yr
uz(x,y)~
3
(ux(x,y)2+uy(x,y)2 + uz(x,y)2)
dx dy
massz =
2.048* 10
Momentum for the bottom of the sphere
Jrb2-y2
ubotz( x, y) '-
mombot '-
bot
w^
2pw(y)2dxdy
_ ^ rb2- y2 -
ubotx( x ) -
mombot =
3.502* 10
W-
mombotx '-
0 V*b2~
"bot
mombotx =
2.063* 10
2pw(y)z ubotx( x , y
)"
3
2
(ubotx(x,y)2 + ubotz(x,y) )
dx dy
mombotz - =
0 Jrb2-
bot
2p-w(y)"- ubotz(
x,y)"
2 2
( ubotx( x , y ) + ubotz( x , y ) )
dx dy
0
mombotz = 8.7Z Direction force summary:
Surface Tension:
Y Direction force summary
Surface Teension:
surfz '-2-
a- cos( B( y ) )' cos( y ) rs dy
surfy '- 2orssin(B(Y ) ) dy
surfz =
3.551* 10
-7
surfy = 3.461*10
"5
Pressure:
APaz
Momentum:
Pressure:
AP- ab
2
Momentum:
( mass + mombot )
- ( massz + mombotz) =
2.498* 10
massout '-= massz + mombotz
massy =
7.256* 10
.
_ ( mass + mombot ) massout ( - a sc + ~ surfz )
az
__ massy +
"
surfy
P2y'
ab
P2 = 547.073 P2y = -794.053
Adding the Buoyant Term:
fby := + n bot- ( 3-
ib2+ 3-
bot2 + rs2)
3 6
fby = 2.929* 10
New Pressure:
_ massy +
~
surfy +
~ fby
'
ab
AP2 = -794.726
Front Control Volume
Radius=0.2 65E-03 Velocity=0 .505 Adv= 47.0 Rec= 26.0
DPz= 0.613E+03 DPy= 0.751E+03 Fsl= -0.887E-04 Fs2z= -0.218E-04
Fby= 0.804E-07 Fs2y= -0.308E-04 Momz= 0.512E-05 Momy= -0.141E-05
Radius=0.350E-03 Velocity=0 . 505 Adv= 30.0 Rec= 14.0
DPz= 0.587E+03 DPy= 0.470E+03 Fsl= -0.129E-03 Fs2z= -0.221E-04
Fby= 0.209E-06 Fs2y= -0.169E-04 Momz= 0.146E-04 Momy= -0.397E-05
Radius=0.211E-03 Velocity=0 . 632 Adv= 35.0 Rec= 19.0
DPz= 0.861E+03 DPy= 0 . 935E+03 Fsl= -0.755E-04 Fs2z= -0.154E-04
Fby= 0.445E-07 Fs2y= -0.145E-04 Momz= 0.338E-05 Momy= -0.937E-06
Radius=0.288E-03 Velocity=0 . 632 Adv= 69.0 Rec= 18.0
DPz= 0.519E+03 DPy= 0.730E+03 Fsl= -0.915E-04 Fs2z= -0.190E-04
Fby= 0.954E-07 Fs2y= -0.480E-04 Momz= 0.109E-04 Momy= -0.299E-05
Radius=0.167E-03 Velocity=0 . 842 Adv= 60.0 Rec= 27.0
DPz= 0.869E+03 DPy= 0.124E+04 Fsl= -0.530E-04 Fs2z= -0.128E-04
Fby= 0.185E-07 Fs2y= -0.264E-04 Momz= 0.239E-05 Momy= -0.665E-06
Radius=0.110E-03 Velocity=0 . 842 Adv= 55.0 Rec= 28.0
DPz= 0.132E+04 DPy= 0.189E+04 Fsl= -0.357E-04 Fs2z= -0.890E-05
Fby= C.554E-08 Fs2y= -0.160E-04 Momz= 0.484E-06 Momy= -0.135E-06
Radius*=0.341E-03 Velocity=0 . 211 Adv= 45.0 Rec= 27.0
DPz= 0.467E+03 DPy= 0.593E+03 Fsl= -0.114E-03 Fs2z= -0.283E-04
Fby= 0.172E-06 Fs2y= -0.382E-04 Momz= 0.229E-05 Momy= -0.627E-06
Radius=0.34 6E-03 Velocity=0 . 421 Adv= 51.0 Rec= 28.0
DPz= 0.460E+03 DPy= 0.566E+03 Fsl= -0.113E-03 Fs2z= -0.285E-04
Fby= 0.174E-06 Fs2y= -0.458E-04 Momz= 0.969E-05 Momy= -0.264E-05
Radius=0.224E-03 Velocity=0 . 421 Adv= 49.0 Rec= 22.0
DPz= 0.711E+03 DPy= 0 . 943E+03 Fsl= -0.755E-04 Fs2z= -0.177E-04
Fby= 0.491E-07 Fs2y= -0.256E-04 Momz= 0.187E-05 Momy= -0.518E-06
Radius=0.295E-03 Velocity=0 . 632 Adv= 66.0 Rec= 26.0
DPz= 0.501E+03 DPy= 0.681E+03 Fsl= -0.920E-04 Fs2z= -0.209E-04
Fby= 0.996E-07 Fs2y= -0.514E-04 Momz= 0.119E-04 Momy= -0.327E-05
Radius=0.214E-03 Velocity=0 . 842 Adv= 77.0 Rec= 21.0
DPz= 0.626E+03 DPy= 0.979E+03 Fsl= -0.654E-04 Fs2z= -0.121E-04
Fby= 0.369E-07 Fs2y= -0.419E-04 Momz= 0.629E-05 Momy= -0.174E-05
Radius=0.320E-03 Velocity=0 . 842 Adv= 75.0 Rec= 35.0
DPz= 0.459E+03 DPy= 0.569E+03 Fsl= -0.933E-04 Fs2z= -0.190E-04
Fby= 0.114E-06 Fs2y= -0.695E-04 Momz= 0.290E-04 Momy= -0.793E-05
Radius=0.146E-03 Velocity=0 . 842 Adv= 63.0 Rec= 30.0
DPz= 0.945E+03 DPy= 0.142E+04 Fsl= -0.453E-04 Fs2z= -0.109E-04
Fby= 0 119E-07 Fs2y= -0.252E-04 Momz= 0.142E-05 Momy= -0.395E-06
Radius=0.463E-03 Velocity-0,. 211 Adv= 51.0 Rec= 30.0
DPz- 0.345E+03 DPy= 0.342E+03 Fsl- 0.151E-03 Fs2z= 0.471E-04
Fby= 0.412E-06 Fs2y= -0.509E-04 Momz= -0.705E-05 Momy= -0.190E-05
Radius=0.194E-03 Velocity=0 .211 Adv= 53.0 Rec= 35.0
DPz= 0.767E+03 DPy= 0.881E+03 Fsl- 0.614E-04 Fs2z= 0.199E-04
'Fby- 0.289E-07 Fs2y= -0.251E-04 Momz= -0.267E-06 Momy= -0.741E-07
Radius=0.340E-03 Velocity=0 . 421 Adv= 65.0 Rec= 24.0
DPz= 0.470E+03 DPy= 0.410E+03 Fsl- 0.107E-03 Fs2z= 0.382E-04
Fby= 0.156E-06 Fs2y= -0.392E-04 Momz= -0.908E-05 Momy= -0.248E-05
Radius=0.341E-03 Velocity=0 . 421 Adv- 75.0 Rec= 24.0
DPz= 0.451E+03 DPy= 0.403E+03 Fsl- 0.104E-03 Fs2z= 0.406E-04
Fby= 0.148E-06 Fs2y= -0.452E-04 Momz- -0.918E-05 Momy= -0.251E-05
Radius4o.l78E-03 Velocity-0 . 632 Adv= 64.0 Rec= 25.0-
DPz= 0.863E+03 DPy= 0.830E+03 Fsl= 0.562E-04 Fs2z= 0.199E-04
Fby= 0.224E-07 Fs2y= -0.208E-04 Momz= -0.174E-05 Momy= -0.484E-06
Radius-0.215E-03 Velocity=0 . 632 Adv= 72.0 Rec= 23.0
DPz- 0.711E+03 DPy- 0.650E+03 Fsl- 0.664E-04 Fs2z= 0.252E-04
Fby= 0.381E-07 Fs2y= -0.267E-04 Momz= -0.360E-05 Momy= -0.998E-06
Radius=0.181E-03 Velocity-0 . 842 Adv= 79.0 Rec- 27.0
DPz= C.805E+03 DPy= 0.794E+03 Fsl= 0.537E-04 Fs2z= 0.218E-04
Fby= 0.214E-O7 Fs2y= -0.272E-04 Momz= -0.334E-05 Momy= -0.927E-06
Radius=0.196E-03 Velocity-0 . 842 Adv= 66.0 Rec= 32.0
DPz= 0.770E+03 DPy= 0.784E+03 Fsl= 0.597E-04 Fs2z= 0.218E-04
Fby- 0.281E-07 Fs2y= -0.281E-04 Momz= -0.444E-05 Momy= -0.123E-05
'Radius=0.369E-03 Velocity=0 .211 Adv= 63.0 Rec= 36.0
DPz= 0.390E+03 DPy= 0.444E+03 Fsl- 0.112E-03 Fs2z= 0.399E-04
Fby= 0.187E-06 Fs2y= -0.558E-04 Momz= -0.306E-05 Momy= -0.833E-06
Radius=0.398E-03 Velocity-0 . 211 Adv= 53.0 Rec= 35.0
DPz- 0.381E+03 DPy= 0.419E+03 Fsl- 0.126E-03 Fs2z= 0.409E-04
Fby= 0.252E-06 Fs2y= -0.516E-04 Momz- -0.407E-05 Momy- -0.110E-05
Radius=0.382E-03 Velocity=0 . 421 Adv= 72.0 Rec= 22.0
DPz= 0.420E+03 DPy= 0.344E+03 Fsl- 0.118E-03 Fs2z= 0.448E-04
,Fby=0.215E-06 Fs2y= -0.462E-04 Momz- -0.140E-04 Momy- -0.380E-05
Radius=0.434E-03 Velocity-0 . 421 Adv- 67.0 Rec- 26.0
DPz- 6.381E+03 DPy- 0.309E+03 Fsl- 0.135E-03 Fs2z= 0.493E-04
Fby= 0.316E-06 Fs2y= -0.544E-04 Momz- -0.222E-04 Momy- -0.600E-05
Radius=0.163E-03 Velocity-0 . 632 Adv- 73.0 Rec= 27.0
DPz- 0.897E+03 DPy- 0.915E+03 Fsl- 0.493E-04 Fs2z= 0.190E-04
Fby- 0 160E-07 Fs2y= -0.226E-04 Momz- -0.122E-05 Momy- -0.341E-06
Radius-V. I8IJ1-UJ Velocity-0. 842 Adv- 66.0 Rec- 22.0
DPz- 0.875E+03 DPy- 0.770E+03 Fsl- 0.572E-04 Fs2z= 0.204E-04
Fby- 0.235E-07 Fs2y= -0.200E-04 Momz- -0.327E-05 Momy- -0.908E-06
Radius^0.150E-03 Velocity-0 . 842 Adv- 60.0 Rec- 20.0
DPz- 0.107E+04 DPy- 0.934E+03 Fsl- 0.490E-04 Fs2z= 0.161E-04
Fby- 0.141E-07 Fs2y= -0.141E-04 Momz- -0.159E-05 Momy- -0.444E-06
Radius-0.656E-03 Velocity-0 . 211 Adv- 62.0 Rec- 31.0
DPz- 0.242E+03 DPy- 0.224E+03 Fsl- 0.204E-03 Fs2z= 0.719E-04
Fby- C.110E-05 Fs2y= -0.873E-04 Momz- -0.241E-04 Momy- -0.630E-05
Radius=0.595E-03 Velocity-0 . 211 Adv- 60.0 Rec- 34.0
DPz- 0.26OE+O3 DPy- 0.261E+03 Fsl- 0.185E-03 Fs2z= 0.639E-04
Fby- 0.812E-06 Fs2y= -0.829E-04 Momz- -0.172E-04 Momy- -0.453E-05
Radius=0.331E-03 Velocity-0 . 421 Adv- 80.0 Rec- 31.0
DPz- 0.436E+03 DPy- 0.447E+03 Fsl- 0.959E-04 Fs2z= 0.391E-04
Fby- 0.125E-06 Fs2y= -0.545E-04 Momz- -0.817E-05 Momy- -0.223E-05
Radius-0.271E-03 Velocity-0 . 421 Adv- 81.0 Rec- 28.0
DPz- 0.527E+03 DPy- 0.540E+03 Fsl- 0.793E-04 Fs2z= 0.327E-04
Fby- 0. 700E-07 Fs2y= -0.424E-04 Momz- -0.387E-05 Momy- -0.107E-05
j
Radius=0. 680E-04 Velocity-0 . 632 Adv- 65.0 Rec- 40.0
DPz- 0.200E+04 DPy- 0.250E+04 Fsl- 0.202E-04 Fs2z= 0.724E-05
Fby- 0.113E-08 Fs2y= -0.114E-04 Momz- -0.402E-07 Momy- -0.113E-07
Radius-0.610E-04 Velocity-0 . 632 Adv- 67.0 Rec- 45.0
DPz- 0.213E+04 DPy- 0.285E+04 Fsl- 0.176E-04 Fs2z= 0.625E-05
Fby- 0.783E-09 Fs2y= -0.114E-04 Momz- -0.262E-07 Momy- -0.736E-08
\
Radius=*0.580E-04 Velocity-0 . 842 Adv- 65.0 Rec- 35.0
DPz- 0.243E+04 DPy- 0.283E+04 Fsl- 0.176E-04 Fs2z= 0.636E-05
iFby- 0.726E-09 Fs2y= -0.880E-05 Momz- -0.381E-07 Momy- -0.107E-07
Radius=0.550E-04 Velocity-0 . 842 Adv- 70.0 Rec- 45.0
DPz- 0.234E+04 DPy- 0.314E+04 Fsl- 0.157E-04 Fs2z= 0.566E-05
Fby- 0.563E-09 Fs2y= -0.106E-04 Momz- -0.309E-07 Momy- -0.869E-08
Back Control Volume
Radius-0.265E-03 Velocity-0 .505 Adv- 47.0 Rec- 26.0
DPz- 0.634E+03 DPy- 0.577E+03 Fsl- 0.887E-04 Fs2z= 0.258E-04
Fby- 0.804E-07 Fs2y= -0.240E-04 Momz- -0.512E-05 Momy- -0.141E-05
Radius=0.350E-03 Velocity-0 .505 Adv- 30.0 Rec- 14.0
DPz- 0.593E+03 DPy- 0.286E+03 Fsl- 0.129E-03 Fs2z= 0.237E-04
Fby- 0.209E-06 Fs2y= -0.119E-04 Momz- -0.146E-04 Momy- -0.397E-05
Radius=0.211E-03 Velocity-0 . 632 Adv- 35.0 Rec- 19.0
DPz- 0.874E+03 DPy- 0 . 693E+03 Fsl- 0.755E-04 Fs2z= 0.168E-04
Fby- 0. 445E-07 Fs2y= -0.110E-04 Momz- -0.338E-05 Momy- -0.937E-06
I
Radius=0.288E-03 Velocity-0 . 632 Adv- 69.0 Rec- 18.0
DPz- 0.579E+03 DPy- 0.429E+03 Fsl- 0.915E-04 Fs2z= 0.330E-04
Fby- 0.954E-07 Fs2y= -0.295E-04 Momz- -0.109E-04 Momy- -0.299E-05
Radius-0.167E-03 Velocity-0 . 842 Adv- 60.0 Rec- 27.0
DPz- 0.937E+03 DPy- 0.906E+03 Fsl- 0.530E-04 Fs2z= 0.181E-04
Fby- 0.185E-07 Fs2y= -0.194E-04 Momz- -0.239E-05 Momy- -0.665E-06
. Radius=0.110E-03 Velocity-0 . 842 Adv- 55.0 Rec- 28.0
DPz- 0.140E+04 DPy- 0.144E+04 Fsl- 0.357E-04 Fs2z= 0.116E-04
Fby- 0.554E-08 Fs2y= -0.122E-04 Momz- -0.484E-06 Momy- -0.135E-06
Radius-0.341E-03 Velocity-0 . 211 Adv- 45.0 Rec- 27.0
DPz- 0.481E+03 DPy- 0.474E+03 Fsl- 0.114E-03 Fs2z= 0.327E-04
Fby- 0.172E-06 Fs2y= -0.307E-04 Momz- -0.229E-05 Momy- -0.627E-06
Radiusf:0.346E-03 Velocity-0 . 421 Adv- 51.0 Rec- 28.0
DPz- Q.480E+03 DPy- 0.434E+03 Fsl- 0.113E-03 Fs2z= 0.351E-04
Fby- 6.174E-06 Fs2y= -0.359E-04 Momz- -0.969E-05 Momy- -0.264E-05
Radius=0.224E-03 Velocity-0 . 421 Adv- 49.0 Rec- 22.0
DPz- 0.742E+03 DPy- 0.669E+03 Fsl- 0.755E-04 Fs2z= 0.219E-04
Fby- 0.491E-07 Fs2y= -0.183E-04 Momz- -0.187E-05 Momy- -0.518E-06
Radius=0.295E-03 Velocity-0 . 632 Adv- 66.0 Rec- 26.0
DPz- 0.551E+03 DPy- 0.469E+03 Fsl- 0.920E-04 Fs2z= 0.333E-04
Fby- 0.996E-07 Fs2y- -0.364E-04 Momz- -0.119E-04 Momy- -0.327E-05
Radius=0.214E-03 Velocity-0 . 842 Adv- 77.0 Rec- 21.0
DPz- 0.729E+03 DPy- 0.615E+03 Fsl- 0.654E-04 Fs2z= 0.258E-04
'Fby- 0.369E-07 Fs2y= -0.270E-04 Momz- -0.629E-05 Momy- -0.174E-05
Radius=0.320E-03 Velocity-0 . 842 Adv- 75.0 Rec- 35.0
DPz= 0.516E+03 DPy- 0.428E+03 Fsl- 0.933E-04 Fs2z= 0.364E-04
Fby- 0.114E-06 Fs2y= -0.542E-04 Momz- -0.290E-04 Momy- -0.793E-05
i
Radius=0.146E-03 Velocity-0 . 842 Adv- 63.0 Rec- 30.0
DPz- 0.103E+04 DPy- 0.107E+04 Fsl- 0.453E-04 Fs2z= 0.161E-04
Fby- 0.119E-07 Fs2y= -0.191E-04 Momz- -0.142E-05 Momy- -0.395E-06
Radius=0.463E-03 Velocity-0 . 211 Adv- 51.0 Rec- 30.0
DPz- 0.331E+03 DPy- 0.429E+03 Fsl- -0.151E-03 Fs2z= -0.387E-04
Fby- 0.412E-06 Fs2y- -0.632E-04 Momz- 0-705E-05 Momy- -0.190E-05
Radius=0.194E-03 Velocity-0 .211 Adv- 53.0 Rec- 35.0
DPz- 0.735E+03 DPy- 0.104E+04 Fsl- -0.614E-04 Fs2z= -0.165E-04
Fby- 0.289E-07 Fs2y= -0.295E-04 Momz- 0.267E-06 Momy- -0.741E-07
Radius=0.340E-03 Velocity-0 . 421 Adv- 65.0 Rec- 24.0
DPz= 0.428E+03 DPy- 0.608E+03 Fsl- -0.107E-03 Fs2z= -0.243E-04
Fby- 0.156E-06 Fs2y= -0.569E-04 Momz- 0.908E-05 Momy- -0.248E-05
Radius=0.341E-03 Velocity-0 . 421 Adv- 75.0 Rec- 24.0
DPz- 0.391E+03 DPy- 0.608E+03 Fsl- -0.104E-03 Fs2z= -0.203E-04
Fby- 0.148E-06 Fs2y= -0.669E-04 Momz- 0.918E-05 Momy- -0.251E-05
Radius=0.178E-03 Velocity-0 . 632 Adv- 64.0 Rec- 25.0
DPz= 0.786E+03 DPy- 0.119E+04 Fsl- -0.562E-04 Fs2*z= -0.129E-04
Fby- 0.224E-07 Fs2y= -0.296E-04 Momz- 0.174E-05 Momy- -0.484E-06
Radius=0.215E-03 Velocity-0 . 632 Adv- 72.0 Rec- 23.0
DPz- 0.625E+03 DPy- 0.986E+03 Fsl- -0.664E-04 Fs2z= -0.137E-04
Fby- 0.381E-07 Fs2y= -0.400E-04 Momz- 0.360E-05 Momy- -0.998E-06
Radius=--0.181E-03 Velocity-0 . 842 Adv- 79.0 Rec- 27.0
DPz- 0.681E+03 DPy- 0.114E+04 Fsl- -0.537E-04 Fs2z= -0.969E-05
Fby- 0.214E-07 Fs2y= -0.386E-04 Momz- 0.334E-05 Momy- -0.927E-06
Radius=0.196E-03 Velocity-0 . 842 Adv- 66.0 Rec- 32.0
DPz- 0.701E+03 DPy- 0.103E+04 Fsl- -0.597E-04 Fs2z= -0.141E-04
Fby- 0.281E-07 Fs2y= -0.364E-04 Momz- 0.444E-05 Momy- -0.123E-05
Radius=0.369E-03 Velocity-0 . 211 Adv- 63.0 Rec- 36.0
DPz- 0.360E+03 DPy- 0.546E+03 Fsl- -0.112E-03 Fs2z= -0.281E-04
Fby- 0.187E-06 Fs2y= -0.683E-04 Momz- 0.306E-05 Momy- -0.833E-06
Radius=0.398E-03 Velocity-0 .211 Adv- 53.0 Rec- 35.0
DPz- 0.365E+03 DPy- 0.495E+03 Fsl- -0.126E-03 Fs2z= -0.339E-04
Fby- 0.252E-06 Fs2y- -0.608E-04 Momz- 0.407E-05 Momy- -0.110E-05
Radius=0.382E-03 Velocity-0 . 421 Adv- 72.0 Rec- 22.0
DPz- 0.372E+03 DPy- 0.540E+03 Fsl- -0.118E-03 Fs2z= -0.242E-04
Fby- 0.215E-06 Fs2y= -0-702E-04 Momz- 0.140E-04 Momy- -0.380E-05
Radius=0.434E-03 Velocity-0 . 421 Adv- 67.0 Rec- 26.0
DPz= 0.346E+03 DPy- 0.454E+03 Fsl- -0.135E-03 Fs2z= -0.303E-04
Fby- 0.316E-06 Fs2y= -0.769E-04 Momz- 0.222E-04 Momy- -0.600E-05
Radius=0.163E-03 Velocity-0 . 632 Adv- 73.0 Rec- 27.0
DPz- 0.782E+03 DPy- 0.130E+04 Fsl- -0.493E-04 Fs2z= -0.102E-04
Fby- 0.160E-07 Fs2y= -0.319E-04 Momz- 0.122E-05 Momy- -0.341E-06
Radius=0.181E-03 Velocity-0 . 842 Adv- 66.0 Rec- 22.0
DPz- 0.791E+03 DPy- 0.118E+04 Fsl- -0.572E-04 Fs2z= -0.126E-04
Fby- 0.235E-07 Fs2y= -0.300E-04 Momz- 0.327E-05 Momy- -0.908E-06
Radius-0.150E-03 Velocity-0 . 842 Adv- 60.0 Rec- 20.0
DPz- 0.992E+03 DPy- 0.145E+04 Fsl=- -0 . 490E-04 Fs2z= -0.111E-04
Fby- 0.141E-07 Fs2y= -0.216E-04 Momz- 0.159E-05 Momy- -0.444E-06
Radius=0.656E-03 Velocity-0 . 211 Adv- 62.0 Rec- 31.0
DPz- Q.224E+03 DPy- 0.297E+03 Fsl- -0.204E-03 Fs2z= -0.501E-04
Fby- 0.110E-05 Fs2y= -0.113E-03 Momz- 0.241E-04 Momy- -0.630E-05
Radius=0.595E-03 Velocity-0 . 211 Adv- 60.0 Rec- 34.0
DPz- 0.243E+03 DPy- 0.327E+03 Fsl- -0.185E-03 Fs2z= -0.470E-04
Fby- 0.812E-06 Fs2y= -0.103E-03 Momz- 0.172E-04 Momy- -0.453E-05
Radius=0.331E-03 Velocity-0 . 421 Adv- 80.0 Rec- 31.0
DPz- 0.369E+03 DPy- 0.611E+03 Fsl- -0.959E-04 Fs^z- -0.169E-04
Fby- 0.125E-06 Fs2y= -0.736E-04 Momz- 0.817E-05 Momy- -0.223E-05
Radius=0.271E-03 Velocity-0 . 421 Adv- 81.0 Rec- 28.0
DPz- 0.440E+03 DPy- 0.763E+03 Fsl- -0.793E-04 Fs2z= -0.135E-04
.Fby-0.700E-07 Fs2y= -0.595E-04 Momz- 0.387E-05 Momy- -0.107E-05
Radius=0. 680E-04 Velocity-0 . 632 Adv- 65.0 Rec- 40.0
DPz- Q.184E+04 DPy- 0.296E+04 Fsl- -0.202E-04 Fs2z= -0.505E-05
Fby- 0.113E-08 Fs2y= -0.135E-04 Momz- 0.402E-07 Momy- -0.113E-07
-Radius-0. 610E-04 Velocity-0 . 632 Adv- 67.0 Rec- 45.0
DPz- 0.197E+04 DPy- 0.324E+04 Fsl- -0.176E-04 Fs2z= -0.436E-05
Fby- 0.783E-09 Fs2y= -0.130E-04 Momz- 0.262E-07 Momy- -0.736E-08
Radius=0.580E-04 Velocity-0 . 842 Adv- 65.0 Rec- 35.0
(DPz=0.222E+04 DPy- 0.354E+04 Fsl- -0.176E-04 Fs2z= -0.428E-05
Fby- 0.726E-09 Fs2y= -0.110E-04 Momz- 0.381E-07 Momy- -0.107E-07
Radius-0.550E-04 Velocity-0 . 842 Adv- 70.0 Rec- 45.0
DPz- 0.212E+04 DPy- 0.361E+04 Fsl- -0.157E-04 Fs2z= -0.366E-05
Fby- 0.563E-09 Fs2y= -0.122E-04 Momz- 0.309E-07 Momy- -0.869E-08
written by Brian J. Stumm
date: April 1993
Purpose: To numerically calculate the force balance on
thesis
USing thS ec^ations derived in the authors
Program Main
real intopz , inbotz , nety , netz , netz2 , nety2
open (8, file-' data. dat' , status-' old'
open (7, file-' dp. dat', status-' old')
open (U, file-' dp2 . dat ' , status-' old' )
open (12, file-' graph3 . dat' , status-' old' )
open (13, file-' graph4 . dat' , status-' old' )
Start Main loop
write (7,*) 'Front Control Volume'
write (7, *)
write (11,*) 'Back Control Volume'
write (11,*)
do 300 i-1,50
read(8,*,end=320) rb,win, adv, rec
rb=i*10.0e-6
win-0 .21
adv-80
rec=30
r=rb
define bot,pi
pi-3.1415
bm= (adv+rec) /2
bot=rb*cosd (bm)
sigma=6 . 68e-2
sc=2*pi*rb* (180-bm) /180
rs=rb*sind(bm)
begin function calls
Call momentum equations for Top portion of bubble
topinzintopz (r,win)
topoutz-outtopz (r,win)
topouty-outtopy (r ,win)
Call momentum functions for bottom portion of bubble
botinz-inbotz (r,win)
botoutz-outbotz (r,win)
Calculate the net momentum in Z and Y dir
netz= ( (topinz+botinz) - (topoutz+botoutz) )
nety=-topouty
Calculate the other forces
fsl=- sigma* sc
fs2zsurftenz (rb, adv, rec)fs2ysurfteny (rb, adv, rec)
Bouyanct forces
t-rb-bot
fby- (2.0/3. 0*pi*rb**3)
fby=fby+ ( (1 0/6. 0) *pi*bot* (3*rb**2+3*bot**2+rs**2) )fby-fby* (1000.0) "
Area Calcualtions
az=0.5*pi*rb**2 + bot*sqrt (rb**2-bot**2) +rb**2* (bm*pi/180 . 0)as-0 .5*pi*(rs) **2
Calcualtion of Delta P
dpz- (netz- (fsl+fs2z) ) /az
dpy- (nety+ (-fs2y-fby) ) / (as)
write (7, 5) rb, win, adv, rec, dpz, dpy, fsl, fs2z, fby, fs2y, netz, nety
write (9,*) rb,dpz
write (10,*) rb,dpy
5 format ('Radius- ',e9. 3,' Velocity-'
, f5 . 3, ' Adv=',f5.1,' Rec-',
+ f5.1,/,'DPz=',ell.3,' DPy-', ell. 3,' Fsl-' , ell . 3, ' Fs2z=',ell.3
+ ,/, 'Fby-', ell. 3, ' Fs2y=',ell.3,' Momz-' , ell . 3, ' Momy-' , ell . 3, //)
Back Control Volume Calculations
Netz2=- (topinz+botinz) - (-topoutz-botoutz)
Nety2=-topouty
fsl2fsl
fs2z2=-surftenz2 (rb, adv, rec)
fs2y2=-surfteny2 (rb, adv, rec)
fby2=fby
dpz2=(-Netz2+fsl2+fs2z2) /az
dpy2= (Nety2-fs2y2-fby2) /as
write (11, 6) rb,win, adv, rec, dpz2, dpy2, fsl2, fs2z2, fby2, fs2y2,
+ netz2,nety2
write (12,*) rb, -dpz2
write (13,*) rb,dpy2
6 format ('Radius-' ,e9. 3, ' Velocity-' , f5 . 3, ' Adv-', f5.1,' Rec-',
+ f5.1,/, 'DPz-' ,ell.3, ' DPy-', ell. 3,' Fsl-' , ell . 3, ' Fs2z=' , ell . 3, /
+ ,
'Fby-'
,ell.3,
' Fs2y='
, ell . 3, ' Momz-' , ell . 3, ' Momy-' , ell . 3, //)
300 enddo
320 stop
end
cc written by: Brian J. Stumm
c
c Date: April 1993
c
c Purpose: To calculate a double integral
c
c Calcual;te the inlet momentum for the bottom
c
real function inbotz (r, win)
real a, b,h, jl, j2, j3, kl, k2, k3, x, hy
real d, c, f , y, q, 1, win
integer m,n,i,j,temp
open(unit=7, file-' inbotz . out' , status-' old' )
open(unit=8, file-' data. dat' , status-' old' )
do 150 p=l,100
write (6,*) 'Enter in the values of m & n'
read (8, *,end=200) m,n
write (6,*) 'Enter in the Velocity'
read (8,*) win
write (6,*) 'Enter in the bubble radius'
read (8,*) r
m=20
n=20
b-0
a=-r*cosd(46. 0)
kl-0
k2=0
k3=0
y-0
1=0
h-(b-a) / (2*n)
jl-0
J2-0
J3-0
do 100 i=l,2*n-l
y=a+i*h
hy=(d(y,r)-c(y,r) ) / (2*m)
kl=f5 (y,c (y,r) ,win,r)
kl=kl+f5 (y,d(y,r) ,win,r)
k2=0
k3=0
do 50 j=l,2*m
x=c(y,r) + j*hx
q=f5 (y,x,win,r)
temp=(j+l) /2
if (j/2 .eq. temp) then
k2=k2+q
else
k3=k3+q
endif
50 enddo
1= (kl+2*k2+4*k3) *hy/3
temp=(i+l)/2
if ((i .eq.0) .or. (i .eq. 2*n) ) then
jl-jl+1
elseif (temp .eq. i/2) then
cJ3-J3+1
endif
100 enddo
answ- ( jl+2* j2+4* j3) *h/3
wrtten'*! 'l*t momentum in equals ' , answ
r llttiti l\ ^ bottom momentum in equals ' , answc write(7,*) 'For a bubble of radius',r
write 6,*) 'For a bubble of radius', rc write (6,*) 'At a velocity of ' , win
c write (7,*) 'At a velocity of 'win
inbotz-answ
return
c 150 enddo
200 stop
end
c real function d(y,r)
c real y,r
c d=sqrt (r**2-y**2)
c return
c end
c real function c(x,r)
c real x,r
c c-0
c return
c end
c real function w(y,win,r)
c real y,bot,win, 1, r
c 1=0.003
c bot=r*cosd(46.0)
c w 1 (1 . 0- ( ( (1/2-y-bot) **2) / ( (1/2) **2) ) )
c return
o end
real function ux5 (xl, yl,bl)
real xl,yl,z,bl
zz=bl**2-xl**2-yl**2
if (zz.le.le-20) zz=le-20
z=zz**0.5
ux5=x/sqrt (x**2+z**2)
return
end
real function uy5 (xl, yl,bl)
real xl,yl,z,bl
zz=(bl**2 -xl**2 - yl**2)
if (zz.le.le-20) zz=le-20
z=zz**0.5
uy5=(yl*z) / (sqrt (xl**2*z**2 + yl**2*z**2 + (xl**2+yl**2) **2) )
return
end
real function uz5 (xl, yl,bl)
real xl,yl,z,bl
zz-(bl**2 -xl**2 - yl**2)
if (zz.le.le-20) zz=le-20
zzz**0 . 5
uz5=z/sqrt (x**2+z**2)
return
real function f5 (y, x,win, r)
real x, temp, y , r , w,win, ux, uy , temp2 , us
real rho
rho-1000
temp=2*rho*w (y,win, r) **2
f5-temp
return
end
cc Written by: Brian J. Stumm
c
Date: April 1993
Purpose : To calculate a double integral
c
c This is to calculate the inlet momentum for the top
real function intopz (b, win)
real a,b,h, jl, j2, J3,kl,k2,k3,x,hy
real d, c, f , y, q, 1,win
integer m,n, i, j , temp
c open
(unit7, file' intopz . out ' , status-' old' )
c open(unit=8,
file-' data. dat' ,
status-' old' )
c do 150 p=l,100
m=2 0
n=20
a-0
kl-0
k2=0
k3=0
y-0
1=0
h-(b-a) / (2*n)
jl-0
j2=0
J3-0
do 100 i=l,2*n-l
ya+i*h
hy=(d(y,b)-c(y,b))/(2*m)
kl=fl (y,c(y,b) ,win,b)
kl=kl+fl (y,d(y,b) ,win,b)
k2=0
k3=0
do 50 j=l,2*m
x=c(y,b) +j*hy
q=f1 (y,x,win,b)
temp=(j+l) /2
if (j/2 .eq. temp) then
k2=k2+q
else
k3=k3+q
endif
50 enddo
1= (kl+2*k2+4*k3) *hy/3 . 0
temp=(i+D/2
if ((i .eq.0) .or. (i .eq. 2*n) )
then
jl-jl+1
elseif (temp .eq. i/2) then
J2-J2+1
else
J3-J3+1
endif
100 enddo , ,
answ=(il+2*j2+4*j3)*h/3.0
write (6,*) 'The momentum in
equals
'
, answ
wri?el7?T'The
momentum in equals
'
, answ
write (7,*) 'For a bubble of radius' ,b
c write (6,*) 'For a bubble of radius ',b
c write (6,*) 'At a velocity of ',win
c write (7,*) 'At a velocity of ',win
return
c 150 enddo
200 stop
end
real function d(y,b)
real y,b,z
d=sqrt (b**2-y**2)
return
end
real function c(y,b)
real y,b
c-0
return
end
real function w(y,win,b)
real y,bot, win, l,b
1=0.003
bot=b*cosd(46.0)
w=-1.5*win* (1.0- ( ( (1/2.0-y-bot) **2) / ( (1/2.0) **2) ) )
return
end
real function uxl (xl, yl,bl)
real xl,yl,z,bl
zz=bl**2-xl**2-yl**2
if (zz.le.le-20) zz=le-20
z=zz**0 . 5
uxl=(xl*z) / (sqrt (xl**2*z**2 + yl**2*z**2 + (xl**2+yl**2) **2) )
return
end
real function uyl (xl, yl,bl)
real xl,yl,z,bl
zz=(bl**2 -xl**2 - yl**2)
if (zz.le.le-20) zz=le-20
zzz**0 . 5
uyl- (yl*z) / (sqrt (xl**2*z**2 + yl**2*z**2 + (xl**2+yl**2) **2) )
return
end
real function uzl (xl,yl,bl)
real xl,yl,z,bl
zz=(bl**2 -xl**2 - yl**2)
if (zz.le.le-20) zz=le-20
zzz * * 0 5
uzl=(xl**2+yl**2) / (sqrt (xl**2*z**2 + yl**2*z**2 + (xl**2+yl**2) **2) )
return
end
real function f1 (y,x,win,b)
real x, temp, y,b, w,win, uxl, uyl, temp2, uzl
real rho
rho=1000.0
temp=2. 0*rho*w(y,win,b) **2
fl=temp
return
end
cc Written by: Brian J. Stumm
c
c Date: April 1993
c
c
c
c calculate the outlet momentum in the X dir
c
Purpose: To calculate a double integral
program double
real a,b,h, jl, j2, j3, kl, k2, k3, x,hy
real d, c, f , y, q, 1, win
integer m,n,i,j,temp
open(unit=7, file=' outbotx. out' ,
status=' old' )
open(unit=8, file-' data . dat' ,
status-' old' )
do 150 p=l,100
write (6,*) 'Enter in the values of m & n'
read (8, *,end=200) m,n
write (6,*) 'Enter in the Velocity'
read (8,*) win
write (6,*) 'Enter in the bubble radius'
read (8,*) r
b-0
a=-r*cosd(46. 0)
kl-0
k2=0
k3=0
y-0
1=0
h-(b-a) / (2*n)
jl-0
j2=0
J3-0
do 100 i=l,2*n-l
y=a+i*h
hy= (d (y, r) -c (y , r) ) / (2*m)
kl=f (y,c(y,r) ,win,r)
kl=kl+f (y,d(y,r) ,win,r)
k2=0
k3=0
do 50 j=l,2*m
x=c(y,r) +j*hy
q=f (y,x,win,r)
temp=(j+l) /2
if (j/2 .eq. temp) then
k2=k2+q
else
k3=k3+q
endif
50 enddo
1= (kl+2*k2+4*k3) *hy/3
lTTa+Xo) -r. (i -eq. 2*n)) then
jl-jl+1
elseif (temp .eq. i/2) then
J2-J2+1
else
J3-J3+1
endit
100 enddo
answ
answ=( jl+2*j2+4*j3) *h/3
Sn'I! ',!** Jottom momentum out in X equals ' , answ
Zl^tt 7'* Jhe bottom momentum out in X equals 'write , 'For a bubble of radius ',r
WriJS {,l'A 'Fr a bubble of radius' rwrite (6,*) 'At a velocity of ' , win
write (7,*) 'At a velocity of 'win
150 enddo
200 stop
end
real function d(y,r)
real y, r
d=sqrt (r**2-y**2)
return
end
real function c(x,r)
real x,r
c-0
return
end
real function w(y,win,r)
real y,bot, win, 1, r
1=0.003
bot=r*cosd(4 6. 0)
w=-1.5*win* (1.0- ( ( (1/2-y-bot) **2) / ( (1/2) **2) ) )
return
end
real function ux(xl,yl,bl)
real xl,yl,z,bl
zz=(bl**2 -xl**2 -yl**2)
if (zz.le.le-20) zz=le-20
ux=x/sqrt (x**2+zz)
return
end
real function uy(xl,yl,bl)
real xl,yl,z,bl
zz=(bl**2 -xl**2 - yl**2)
if (zz.le.le-20) zz=le-20
z=zz**0.5
uy=(yl*z) / (sqrt (xl**2*z**2 + yl**2*z**2 + (xl**2+yl**2) **2) )
return
end
real function uz(xl,yl,bl)
real xl,yl,z,bl
zz=(bl**2 -xl**2 - yl**2)
if (zz.le.le-20) zz=le-20
z=zz**0 . 5
uz=z/sqrt (x**2+z**2)
return
end
real function f (y,x,win,r)
real x, temp, y , r, w, win, ux, uy, temp2 , uz
real rho
rho-100 0
temp=2*rho*w(y,win,r)**2*( (ux(x,y,b) ) **3)
temp2=( (ux(x,y,b) ) **2+(uz (x,y,b) ) **2) **3/2f=temp/temp2
return
end
cc Written by: Brian J. Stumm
c
c Date: April 1993
c
c Purpose: To calculate a double integral
c
c calculates the outlet momentum for the bottom in the Z dir
c
function outbotz (r,win)
real a,b, h, jl, j2, j3, kl, k2, k3, x,hy
real d, c, f , y, q, 1, win
integer m,n,i,j,temp
2 open(unit=7,
file-' outbotz ,
status-' old' )
- open(unit=8,
file-' data ,
status-' old' )
z do 150 p-1,100
3 write (6,*) 'Enter in the values of m & n'
3 read (8, *,end=200) m,n
3 write (6,*) 'Enter in the Velocity'
3 read (8,*) win
: write (6,*) 'Enter in the bubble radius'
: read (8,*) r
m=20
n=20
b=0
a=-r*cosd(46 . 0)
kl=0
k2=0
k3=0
y-0
1=0
h-(b-a) / (2*n)
jl-0
J2-0
J3-0
do 100 i=l,2*n-l
y=a+i*h
hy=(d(y,r) -c(y,r) ) / (2*m)
kl=f6 (y,c(y,r) ,win,r)
kl=kl+f 6 (y,d(y,r) ,win,r)
k2=0
k3=0
do 50 j=l,2*m
x=c(y,r) +j*hy
q=f6 (y,x,win,r)
temp=(j +D /2
if (j/2 .eq. temp) then
k2=k2+q
else
k3=k3+q
endif
50 enddo
1= (kl+2*k2+4*k3) *hy/3 . 0
temp=(i+l)/2
4.*,-.,
if <(i .eq.0) .or. (i -eq. 2*n) )
then
jl-jl+1
elseif (temp .eq. i/2) then
J2-J2+1
else
J3-J3+1
endif
100 enddo
answ=( jl+2*j2+4*j3) *h/3.0
c write (6,*) 'The bottom momentum out in Z equals ' , answ
c write (7,*) 'The bottom momentum out in Z equals ' , answ
c write (7,*) 'For a bubble of radius ',r
c write (6,*) 'For a bubble of radius ',r
z write (6,*) 'At a velocity of ',win
2 write (7,*) 'At a velocity of ',win
outbotz-answ
return
3 150 enddo
200 stop
end
3 real function d(y,r)
3 real y,r
3 d=sqrt (r**2-y**2)
3 return
: end
real function c(x,r)
real x,r
c-0
return
end
real function w(y,win,r)
real y,bot, win, 1, r
1=0.003
bot=r*cosd(46.0)
w=-1.5*win*(1.0-( ( (l/2.0-y-bot)**2)/( (1/2.0) **2) ) )
return
end
real function ux6 (xl, yl,bl)
real xl,yl,z,bl
z=bl**2-yl**2-xl**2
if (z .le. le-20) z=le-20
ux6=sqrt (z) /sqrt (bl**2-yl**2)
return
end
real function uz6 (xl, yl,bl)
real xl,yl,z,bl
uz6=xl/sqrt (bl**2-yl**2)
return
end
real function f 6 (y, x, win, r)
real x, temp, y , r , w,win, ux6, uy6 , temp2 , uz6
real rho
rho=1000.0
% t aj_ nx
temp=2*rho*w(y,win,r)
**2* ( (uz6 (x,y,r) ) **3.0)
temp2=((ux6(x,y,r))**2+(uz6(x,y,r))**2)**(3.0/2.0)
f6=temp/temp2
return
cc
c
c
c
c Purpose: To calculate a double integral
Written by: Brian J. Stumm
Date: April 1993
To calculate the mometum leaving in the top in the Y dir
function outtopy (b,win)
real a,b,h, jl, j2, j3, kl, k2, k3, x, hy
real d, c, f , y, q, 1,win
integer m,n,i,j,temp
open(unit=7,
file-'
outtopy .
out'
,
status-' old' )
open(unit=8,
file-' data. dat' ,
status-' old' )
do 150 p=l,100
write (6,*) 'Enter in the values of m & n'
read(8, *,end=200) m,n
write (6,*) 'Enter in the Velocity'
read (8,*) win
write (6,*) 'Enter in the bubble
radius'
read (8,*) b
m=20
n=20
a=0
kl=0
k2=0
k3=0
y=0
1=0
h-(b-a) / (2*n)
jl=0
j2=0
j3=0
do 100 i=l,2*n-l
y=a+i*h
hy=(d(y,b)-c(y,b))/(2*m)
kl=f3(y,c(y,b) ,win,b)
kl=kl+f3 (y,d(y,b) ,win,b)
k2=0
k3=0
do 50 j=l,2*m
x=c(y,b) +j*hy
q=f3 (y,x,win,b)
temp=(j+D/2
if (j/2 .eq. temp) then
k2=k2+q
else
k3=k3+q
endif
50 enddo
1= (kl+2*k2+4*k3) *hy/3
jl-jl+1
elseif (temp .eq. i/2) then
J2-J2+1
else
J3-J3+1
endif
100 enddo
answ- ( jl+2* j2+4* j3) *h/3
write (6,*) 'The top momentum out in Y equals ' , answ
write (7,*) 'The top momentum out in Y equals 'answ
write (7,*) 'For a bubble of radius' ,b
write (6,*) 'For a bubble of radius ',b
write (6,*) 'At a velocity of ',win
write (7,*) 'At a velocity of ' , win
outtopyansw
return
150 enddo
200 stop
end
real function d(y,b)
real y,b
d=sqrt (b**2-y**2)
return
end
real function c(x,b)
real x,b
c-0
return
end
real function w(y,win,b)
real y,bot ,win, l,b
1=0.003
bot=b*cosd(46.0)
w 1.5*win* (1.0- ( ( (1/2-y-bot) **2) / ( (1/2) **2) ) )
return
end
real function ux3 (xl, yl,bl)
real xl,yl,z,bl
zz=bl**2-xl**2-yl**2
if (zz.le.le-20) zz=le-20
zzz**0 . 5
ux3=(xl*z) / (sqrt (xl**2*z**2 + yl**2*z**2 + (xl**2+yl**2) **2) )
return
end
real function uy3 (xl, yl,bl)
real xl,yl,z,bl
zz=(bl**2 -xl**2 - yl**2)
if (zz.le.le-20) zz=le-20
zzz**0 5
uy3=(yl*z)/(sqrt(xl**2*z**2 + yl**2*z**2 + (xl**2+yl**2) **2) )
return
end
real function uz3 (xl, yl,bl)
real xl,yl,z,bl
zz=(bl**2 -xl**2
- yl**2)
if (zz.le.le-20) zz=le-20
uz3=(xl**2+yl**2)/(sqrt(xl**2*z**2 + yl**2*z**2 + (xl**2+yl**2) **2)
return
end
real function f3 (y, x,win,b)
llll rnoemP'y'b'W'Win'Ux3'uy3'temP2,uz3
rho-1000
temp=2*rho*w(v,win h,\**o*/t -*,
temP2= ( (ux3 (x v n\**Zl, { i^3 (x'y'b> > **3)
f3=temp/temp2
Y' ' ) 2+ (Uy3 (x' ^b> > **2+ (3 (x, y,b) ) **2) **1f t
return
end
cc
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
Written by: Brian J. Stumm
Date: April 1993
Purpose: To calculate a double integral
To calculate the outlet momentum for the top in the Z dir
function outtopz (b, win)
real a,b,h, jl, j2, j3, kl, k2, k3, x,hy
real d, c, f , y, q, 1,win
integer m,n,i,j,temp
c open(unit=7,
file-' outtopz . out' ,
status-' old' )
c open(unit=8,
file-' data. dat' ,
status-' old' )
c do 150 p-1,100
c write (6,*) 'Enter in the values of m &
n'
c read (8, *,end=200) m,n
c write (6,*) 'Enter in the
Velocity'
c read (8,*) win
c write (6,*) 'Enter in the bubble
radius'
c read (8,*) b
m=20
n=20
a-0
kl-0
k2=0
k3=0
y-0
1=0
h-(b-a) / (2*n)
jl=0
j2=0
j3=0
do 100 i=l,2*n-l
y=a+i*h
hy=(d(y,b)-c(y,b))/(2*m)
kl=f2 (y,c (y,b) ,win,b)
kl=kl+f2 (y,d(y,b) ,win,b)
k2=0
k3=0
do 50 j=l,2*m
x=c(y,b) +j*hy
q=f2 (y,x,win,b)
temp=(j +D /2
if (j/2 .eq. temp) then
Jc2=k2+q
else
k3=k3+q
endif
50 enddo
1= (kl+2*k2+4*k3) *hy/3
VTTa*^% - - 2*n)) then
jl=jl+l
elseif (temp .eq. i/2) then
J2-J2+1
else
J3=j3+1
endif
100 enddo
answ= ( jl+2* j2+4* j3) *h/3
write (6,*) 'The top momentum out in Z equals ' , answ
write (7,*) 'The top momentum out in Z equals ' , answ
write (7,*) 'For a bubble of radius ',b
write (6,*) 'For a bubble of radius' ,b
write (6,*) 'At a velocity of ',win
write (7,*) 'At a velocity of ' , win
outtopz=answ
return
150 enddo
200 stop
end
real function d(y,b)
real y,b
d=sqrt (b**2-y**2)
return
end
real function c(x,b)
real x,b
c=0
return
end
real function w(y,win,b)
real y,bot,win, l,b
1=0.003
bot=b*cosd(46.0)
w=-1.5*win* (1.0- ( ( (1/2-y-bot) **2) / ( (1/2) **2) ) )
return
end
real function ux2 (xl, yl,bl)
real xl,yl,z,bl
zz=bl**2-xl**2-yl**2
if (zz.le.le-20) zz=le-20
z=zz* ^ 0 .5
ux2=(xl*z) / (sqrt (xl**2*z**2 + yl**2*z**2 + (xl**2+yl**2) **2) )
return
end
real function uy2 (xl, yl,bl)
real xl,yl,z,bl
zz=(bl**2 -xl**2
- yl**2)
if (zz.le.le-20) zz=le-20
uy2=(yl*z)/(sqrt(xl**2*z**2 + yl**2*z**2 + (xl**2+yl**2) **2) )
return
end
real function uz2 (xl, yl,bl)
real xl,yl,z,bl
zz=(bl**2 -xl**2
- yl**2)
if (zz.le.le-20) zz=le-20
uz2=*xl**2+yl**2)/(sqrt(xl**2*z**2
+ yl**2*z**2 + (x **2+yl**2) **2) )
return
end
real function f2 (y, x,win,b)
real x , temp , y , b, w, win, ux2 , uy2 , temp2 , uz2
real rho
rho=1000
temp=2*rho*w(y,win,b) **2* ( (uz2 (x,y,b) ) **3)
temp2=( (ux2(x,y,b) ) **2+ (uy2 (x, y,b) ) **2+ (uz2 (x, y,b) )**2)**1.5
f2=temp/temp2
return
end
cc Written By Brian J. Stumm
c
c April 1993
c Purpose: To calculte a single integral
c
real function surfteny (rb, adv, rec)
real h
pi=3.1415
n=10
a-0
b=pi/2
xi-0
h=(b-a)/n
xi0=g2 (a, rb, adv, rec) +g2 (b, rb, adv, rec)
xil-0
xi2=0
do 100 i=l,n-l
x=a+i*h
itemp=(i+l) /2
if (i/2 .eq. itemp) then
xil=xil+g2 (x, rb, adv, rec)
else s**
xi2=xi2+g2 (x, rb, adv, rec)
endif
100 enddo .
xi=h* (xi0+2*xi2+4*xil#2
surfteny=xi
return
end
real function g2 (x, rb, adv, rec)
sigma 6 . 68e-2
pi=3.1415
bf=adv*pi/180.0
bb=rec*pi/180 . 0
bm= (bf+bb) /2 . 0
rs=rb*sin (bm)
bl=bf- (bf-bm) * (x/ (pi/2) )
g2=2*sigma*sin (bl) *rs
return
end
cc Written By Brian J. Stumm
c
c April 1993
c
c Purpose: To calculte a single integral
c
real function surfteny2 (rb, adv, rec)
real h
pi-3.1415
n=10
a=pi/2
b=pi
xi=0
h-(b-a) /n
xi0=g3 (a, rb, adv, rec) +g3 (b, rb, adv, rec)
xil=0
xi2=0
do 100 i=l,n-l
x=a+i*h
itemp=(i+l) /2
if (i/2 .eq. itemp) then
xil=xil+g3 (x, rb, adv, rec)
Is
xi2=xi2+g3 (x, rb, adv, rec)
endif
100 enddo
xi=h* (xi0+2*xi2+4*xil) /2
surfteny2=xi
return
end
real function g3 (x, rb, adv, rec)
sigma6. 68e-2
pi=3.14J-5
bf=adv*pi/180.0
bb=rec*pi/180.0
bm=(bf+bb) /2.0
rs=rb*sin (bm)
bl=bf- (bf-bm) * (x/ (pi/2) )
g3=2*sigma*sin (bl) *rs
return
end
cc Written By Brian J. Stumm
c
c April 1993
c
c Purpose: To calculte a single integral
c
real function surftenz (rb, adv, rec)
real h
pi=3.1415
n=10
a=0
b=pi/2
xi=0
h-(b-a) /n
xiO=g (a, rb, adv, rec) +g (b, rb, adv, rec)
xil-0
xi2=0
do 100 i=l,n-l
x=a+i*h
itemp=(i+l) /2
if (i/2 .eq. itemp) then
xil=xil+g (x, rb, adv, rec)
else
xi2=xi2+g (x, rb, adv, rec)
endif
100 enddo
xi=h* (xi0+2*xi2+4*xil) /2
surftenz=xi
return^
end
real function g (x, rb, adv, rec)
sigma=6 . 68e-2
pi=3.1415
bf=adv*pi/180
bb=rec*pi/180
bm= (bf+bb) /2
rs=rb*sin (bm)
bl=bf- (bf-bm) * (x/ (pi/2) )
g=2*sigma*cos (bl) *cos (x) *rs
return
end
Written By Brian J. Stumm
April 1993
Purpose: To calculte a single integral
real function surftenz2 (rb, adv, rec)
real h
pi-3.1415
n=10
a=pi/2
b=pi
xi-0
h=(b-a) /n
xi0=g4 (a, rb, adv, rec) +g4 (b, rb, adv, rec)
xil=0
xi2=0
do 100 i=l,n-l
x=a+i*h
itemp=(i+l) /2
if (i/2 .eq. itemp) then
xil=xil+g4 (x, rb, adv, rec)
else
xi2=xi2+g4 (x, rb, adv, rec)
endif
100 enddo
xi=h* (xi0+2*xi2+4*xil) /2
surftenz2=xi
return
end
real function g4 (x, rb, adv, rec)
sigma=6 . 68e-2
pi=3.1415
bf=adv*pi/180
bb=ree*pi/180
bm=(bf+bb)/2
rs=rb*sin (bm)
bl=bf- (bf-bm) * (x/ (pi/2) )
g4=2*sigma*cos (bl) *cos (x) *rs
return
end
Appendix C Flow Profiles
0.21 m/s Inlet Velocity
GRID FOR 2-0 PROBLEM. B.J". STIMH
U-Velocity (Mtr*/S*o)
Mox - 3.W3E-01 Mm -6.5O0E-03
01/28/93
FW.t4.il
Fluent Inc.
0.21 m/s Inlet Velocity
L GRID FOR
2-0 PR06LB1. B.X. STUNH
U-V*loolty (rimtmrm/Smo)
Max - 3.043E-01 Mm -6.50QE-03
01/28/93
FUnt4.U
Fluwit Inc.
0.42 m/s Inlet Velocity
GRID FOR 2-0 PR0BLB1. BJ. STUNH
U-Velocity (HitWSf*)
Mox - 6.021E-01 Mm - -7.537E-03
01/28/93
Fluit4.11
Fluent Inc.
0.42 m/s Inlet Velocity
L GRID
FOR 2-D PR06LB1. B.f. STIHH
l>Vdoolty OWteWS*)
Mrw 8.021E-01 Mm -7.537E-03
01/28/93
FLwnt4.il
Fluent Inc.
0.63 m/s Inlet Velocity
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J9E-C
?*
;'.--
L GRID FOR 2-0 PROBLEM* ff.T. STIWMU-Vio61ty (Ketene/Seo)
Max 8.847E-01 gn - -4.3KE-03
01/28/93
Fluent 4.11
Fluent Inc.
0.63 m/s Inlet Velocity
01/28/93
Fluent 4.11
Fluent Ire.
0.84 m/s Inlet Velocity
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-1.23E-18
L GRID FOR 2-0 PR0BLB1. B.7. STINHU-Vedoolty (MeterVSeo)
Max 1.153E+O0 Mm O.OOOE+00
01/28/93
Ruent 4.11
Fluant Inc.
rt.uEW.
0.84 m/s Inlet Velocity
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Appendix D Experimental Video Photographs
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Appendix E Experimental Data Tables
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